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"...the **DIVINE** and the **HUMAN**. Such a **UNION** existed in the **NATURE** of Christ, who was the Son of God and the Son of man...the Word was made flesh."  SM 1:25.

"...and yet there were but few who acknowledged His **DIVINE** character."  SM 1:70.

"Many things are above **FINITE** comprehension. **TRUTHS** are to be received not within the reach of our **REASON**, and not for us to **EXPLAIN**."  SM 1:163.

"The doctrine of the **INCARNATION** of Christ in **HUMAN** flesh is a **MYSTERY**...a **DIVINE** being."  SM 1:246-7.

"That **GOD** should thus be manifest in the **FLESH** is indeed a **MYSTERY**; and without the **HELP** of the **HOLY SPIRIT** we cannot hope to comprehend this subject...the **DIVINITY** of His charac-ter."  SM 1:249.

"The **World** did not see **DIVINITY** in the humble Man of Nazareth."  SM 1:296.

"We are to grow **DAILY**...We shall fail often in our **EFFORTS** to **COPY** the **DIVINE PATTERN**...TRY AGAIN...by **BEHOLDING** we are to become **CHANGED**."  SM 1:337-8.
QUOTATIONS

All religion is based on QUOTATIONS. The subject of this paper started out to be INCARNATION. Then I added a hidden preface and incorporated HOLY FLESH.

Both include the relationship between HUMANITY and DIVINITY. Do we bring Christ DOWN to our level of HUMANITY? Do we join the MUSLIMS and the JEWS, "There is ONE God and Mohammed (or Ben Gurion) – is his prophet."

The Jews made a major issue out of trying to make him ALL MAN! They did not deny that He came IN THE FLESH. They crucified him because he said He was MORE than man! Yet they were and remain the ANTICHRIST.

THE INCARNATION BOOKS

Two books could well be called the INCARNATION BOOKS. The list usually selected and compiled by Froom and White of the vaults practically IGNORES these books.

Therefore, before we proceed very far on this subject – we will look at some of them as taken from SPIRIT OF PROPHECY Series 2 and 3.

This subject is not complete without the full determination of:

1. His Divinity, that He only PUT ON Humanity.
2. He accepted worship as his right, as a DIVINE BEING, only UNBELIEVERS denied that. He demanded it, both before and after his crucifixion.
3. No man has the right to call himself "Christian" let alone "Minister" – if he does not know his station goes from Babe to Teacher to Prophet to Malefactor to Innocent Lamb to Victim to Sacrifice to One who had the power of resurrection to High Priest still "in the flesh" before the throne, we follow Him where He is in the Heavenly Sanctuary. This is Justification by Faith.
4. When He lays off his Ministerial Robes, He puts on the Garments or Robe of Vengeance. Unless we are prepared for this and understand ("The Wise Will Understand!") the issues involved, the Seven Last Plagues will overwhelm us.
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Therefore we seek a shelter from the Time of Storm. We let others go and try and organize the Religious World and save the **INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES** with Brinsmead and Froom. We have no such **DELUSIONS**.

We go strictly by **IT IS WRITTEN** that there will be **144,000** from the entire World, we are amazed that there are that many that will leave the Cities, accustom themselves to hardships in the isolated places, lay all on the altar – end up in prison, in the desert, mountain strongholds, or other isolated places as the storm breaks, which is now begun.

Set aside their besetting sins, live a new life of victory, the elevation of man who strives, makes an effort, works, even the **“Work of a Lifetime.”** The **LAW** can be kept, **144,000** will dumbfound Brinsmead and Heppenstall for they will be found "without spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing." This is what we need to hear to develop faith for ourselves and our Children.

Did your Mother tell you about David and Goliath? Or was she a defeatist? So that she falls for the Awakening Eastern Pantheism–Fatalism? And actually going around telling their loved ones to make **NO EFFORT!** It is a **SIN!** It is the **ANTI-CHRIST!** Only the Devil tries to keep the Law! This is the not-so-hidden **SOPHISTRY** in the doctrines of the Awakening leaders since they went over to Froom and Heppenstall in March–May 1972.

We reject the babbling of the ten defeatest false spies who claim it cannot be done, and therefore they cannot enter the Promised Land.

We know they will convince the majority, we know they will do all in their human power to destroy us and our influence. We also know that God is with the **INDIVIDUAL** – with Elijah, Noah, Moses, Caleb, Joshua, John the Baptist, Isaiah, Ezekiel, David, and all the rest. **Let the Frooms and the Pope fume at that one.** And rant and rave! It will be truth while they are dead and gone, and eaten by worms. **WE DO NOT BOW TO THEM.**

"But when eternal interests are concerned, God wills not that man should submit unto man. For such submission in spiritual matters is a **REAL WORSHIP** and ought to be rendered solely to the Creator"...Farel joyfully accepted the truth. By a conversion like that of Paul, he **turned from the bondage of tradition to the liberty of the Sons of God.**” GC 167,214.
AN ALL "HUMAN" SAVIOR? WITH MUSLIMS AND JEWS!

Some people think they need a "HUMAN" Savior. Are we ready to go over to the MUSLIMS and JEWS and COMMUNISTS and ATHEISTS that deny a DIVINE Redeemer?

The selected quotations in this paper do not do justice to the references in their setting as we are moved by the thrilling drama, the panorama of events as He came in the flesh to convince them of His DIVINITY!

DOUBTING THOMAS doubted that He was "in the flesh" after the miracle of the resurrection, he thought He was "in spirit." And like manner the doubting Thomases of today do not want to LITERALIZE a REAL Intercessor in the REAL MOST HOLY PLACE in the REAL Sanctuary in a REAL Heaven before a REAL Throne. But become vain in their IMAGINATIONS as they visualize a Spirit Being appearing like a ghost - in the OUTER COURT, then in the next breath he is in the FIRST APARTMENT and then taking oath that he never left the MOST HOLY PLACE at all! This is raw, open SPIRITUALISM! It is OCCULT, SOPHISTRY, PANTHEISM, THEOSOPHY, ONTOLOGY, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, MARY BAKER EDDY, SDA AWAKENING.

We reject them all and come back to REALITY!

We worship no Babe in no manger at no Christmas time, We worship no dying victim on no cross at no Easter Season. We only go to the cross or the stable for the history of what was done "Once and for all!" We do not crucify him afresh. Nor visualize Him as a helpless Babe again. We let the heathen get excited and get drunk at those seasons kept that same way 2,000 years before Christ. Balaam joining Moab. Brinsmead gathering in the Evangelicals, or will they baptize him? Like Canright-Ballenger who had the same aspirations and is why their sun sank in obscurity.

"The light which flames up for a time soon dies out, leaving the DARKNESS more DENSE than before." (Like a spent rocket, a brilliant display and then good for nothing.) GC 463. T8:194. T4:74,81. SOP 4:294-5.

A book should be written on the ALPHA of LIVING TEMPLE showing how KELLOGG-WAGGONER-JONES-SADLER and almost the entire General Conference Leadership fell for it.
And how this floating Spirit would drift from the Outer Court into the Holy Place and roundabout, denying that He is "in the flesh" in reality in the real Most Holy Place and nowhere else since 1844.

Or the double Awakening sin of having Him floating about, and then denying that He left the MHP at all! This was the FIRST thing they brought to America, and the FIRST thing they sent out for MASS DISTRIBUTION to the World! Were you one of the ninnies that peddled that around? RAW OPEN SPIRITUALISM!

Thus the divine prediction fulfilled to the letter! Their writings full of LIVING TEMPLE as we face the reality of the OMEGA of PANTHEISM that does away with the REALITY of the SANCTUARY IN HEAVEN!

They even had the DIABOLISM to make out YOU had the "Holy Place" (Subconscious!) and the "Most Holy Place" (Conscious!) - inside of your MIND (R.D.Brinsmead) - or your BODY (Al Friend) - and this Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde with this DUAL or SPLIT PERSONALITY by those who always have been DOUBLE-MINDED and UNSTABLE IN ALL THEIR WAYS think this is the NORMAL way to be! With Fred Wright of Australia!

And that NOTHING can now be done (since March-May 1972) to get this Mr. Hyde NATURE out until Ben-Gurion or English Jew Maxwell "Messiah" comes! Not now in the clouds, but He comes on Earth to empty all the hospitals and bring all poor, confused brains, even the wildly insane (too bad he did not come in time to work it on those Seventh-day Adventists that passed and approved that bedtime story - the yarn of all time! Some are going WILDLY INSANE over Chapter 10 & 11.)

"DARKNESS shall cover the Earth, and gross DARKNESS the people" (Remember this in the Ten Virgin Parable.)

Once the SPIRITUALIZING begins they float everything away and have DO-NOTHING and KNOW-NOTHING left. White Robe Fanatics - No-Works Theory - Holy Flesh - or any other damnable doctrine - they slop it all up!

READY FOR THE APPARITIONS!

The floating "Christ" that they visualize, floats in between you and God,
turns a mirror loose so the bright beams of His Righteousness flash back in His eyes and thus blind the Father so He cannot SEE your SINS! So that way you can get away with them and KEEP them all! This is indeed the NEW LIGHT many were eagerly looking for, they could have bought it from Billy Graham YEARS before! The only thing NEW about it is that anyone would DARE to bring this in the name of the Third Angel’s Message! CANRIGHT-BALLENGER were honest enough to take it out and feed it from another trough. And I am glad to see the Awokeners following them to the same place. The false "Gathering" of GC 464 with the very doctrines catalogued and listed in GC 464-473.

The INCARNATIONISTS are in danger of bringing Him DOWN so LOW – He is on their level.

The LIVING TEMPLE-ISTS are in danger of SPIRITUALIZING everything away – GONE WITH THE WIND! "Chaff like a cloud will be borne away on the WIND!" T5:81.

The HOLY FLESH FANATICS are in danger of bringing themselves up SO HIGH – like the Devil-in-Heaven, and the TEMPTATION in the Garden: "Ye shall be as gods!" "EQUAL with Christ!"

"Satan has substituted the sinful, erring NATURE of man himself, as the only object of adoration, the only rule of Judgment, or standard of character. This is PROGRESS, not upward, but DOWNWARD...If SELF is his loftiest ideal, he will never ATTAIN to anything more exalted. Rather, he will constantly sink LOWER and LOWER...

AND TO COMPLETE HIS WORK... (Satan and RDB)

"And to complete his work, he declares, through the spirits, that "true knowledge places man ABOVE all LAW" that "whatever is, is right;" that "God doth not CONDEMN," ... LIBERTY is LICENSE." GC 555. (SPIRITUALISM chapter.)


"Man, who in arrogant pride has taken it upon himself to try and usurp the place of God, is unable to rehabilitate himself after the effects of this revolt..."
"Noted systematic theologians are of the opinion that possession never, except in very unusual and passing cases, befall persons who were diligent in striving towards moral and religious perfection...put on the whole armour of God...The action of resistance is a necessary consequence of renunciation and exorcism...The evil spirit who went out desires to return, and if he succeeds the state of the man becomes worse than it was before...The struggle against the demons of history is a battle with the hydra. A number of new heads are waiting to sprout forth from the place where one has been severed...

1 John 1,7 "...The blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanses us from all sin..."

Hebrews 10,22 "...with our hearts sprinkled clean..."

Revelations 1,5 "...who has freed us from our sins by his blood." p.292,246,325-7.

(And the blood is offered with the incense only in the Most Holy Place! See 1846 Broadsides.)

POWER WITHOUT REPENTANCE OR CONVERSION!

"Of all the students who received the gift of tongues from the woman," he said, "not one of them is still living the Christian life today. True, they revelled in their experience at first, but later they backslid into the world. On the other hand, the students who resisted the woman's claims are all still actively engaged in Christian work."

"SUCH AN OUTCOME OF THE SO-CALLED RECEPTION OF THE HOLY SPIRIT occurs not so infrequently as some people would like to imagine...the missionaries began to demand that God should bless them. (The heart and soul of the FTW doctrine! "He has to do it! He is pledged to do it") Instead of submitting themselves to the power of the Holy Spirit they wanted the Holy Spirit within their power...suddenly found themselves speaking in "new tongues." They were overjoyed. This was the renewal they had been seeking...This epidemic of neuroses...in a noteworthy frequency ratio to the increase in occult practices. "Insecure" man seeks in every way to escape from his haunting uncertainty...he takes recourse to...occult manipulations...a flight into the magical and departure from the will of God, a repudiation of the senses and mental powers He has entrusted to us."
"You will be like God, knowing good and evil...you will be MIGHTY like God...The first temptation thus has a double content: the raising of man to power and the ultimate knowledge of things, both in a way opposed to God...man frees himself from his ties to the Creator; he aspires to break the bounds divinely set and penetrate secret and future things... The secret background of this striving for Occult knowledge is the passion for POWER. Man desires to hold his own against God and man, and to gain the upper hand in the power struggle... and to become MASTER of the transcendent powers. Theologically viewed, such a venture is the basic REBELLION of man. Man gives ORDERS to the transcendent power, man wants to have God at his disposal. This ARROGANCE is the starting point of MAGIC...

This ARROGANCE was the starting point of FTW and his "secrets" that invade the privacy and the domain of the Mystery of Godliness: "I saw that your mind was at times UNBALANCED from trying very hard to study into and explain the Mystery of Godliness, which is just as great a Mystery AFTER your study and explanations as it was before." SM 1:177. 1890.

"Where God or Satan are made the handyman of human beings, man is playing the part of Lord...there we have flight from the Creator, there we have idolatry, there we have Belligerent and not Christ." p.9,22,34,35,136,152. (Koch book – $5.00)

THOSE GIVEN TO THE PROMISES OF MAGICAL POWERS IN THE JEWISH, (the Jews do not agree) in the latent powers of the name of YAHWEH – were the very ones who threw their doors open to the magicians from Australia who do everything by GIFTS: Magic rubs the Aladdin lamp, the Great Genii appears, a slave to anyone possessing the lamp or ring. Great riches, fame, and wealth must be showered on the holder of the lamp, ring, or "secret password" without regard to the worth of the individual possessing this power, and without his Works.

Just so the Awakening sophists managed to entrance the credulous with their humbug for over 15 years. The promise of a new Nature or Character without effort, without striving, without will, leave it all to the Great Genii if you but know the "secret word" of command over the transcendent powers. It is far past time to meet them in the arena of truth as Elijah met the Baal Priests with his sword. For as one Minister wrote me: "They have not a leg to stand on."
Listen to the latest jangling - God wants no righteousness within. He would be displeased with it! The Miracles and Power that will come to the Awakening will be without! I believe it will - without Christ.

For it is the power of Demons that comes:
(A) without truth. (B) without the Most Holy Place.
(C) without works. (D) without keeping the Law.
(E) without the Testimony of Jesus.

And is the reason why what they have is acceptable to Babylon. For the World receiveth not the Truth. Let the False Prophets go to their doom, let them not drag you down with them.

HOLY FLESH

As I was preparing this treatise on a weakened phase of the divinity of Christ and His choice while in human flesh to take it up or leave it down - and the danger of making Him altogether human -

"...let every human being be warned from the ground of making Christ altogether human, such as one as ourselves; for it cannot be." "It is a mystery left unexplained to mortals." SDA-BC 5:1128-9. QD 652.

It would be a delight for boys and men, for the hero of the hour, for one who claimed equality with God - to "Show them!" - and "Show them!" He did!

This is found in its thrilling and captivating style nowhere better than in the original spirit of prophecy. Books 2 & 3. That He wanted them to know of His divinity, to recognize it, yes - to worship him as a God. "My Lord and Master!"

THIS IN NO WAY takes away from His being subject to temptation - for we are prone to think of temptation in limited human context - not realizing perhaps the greatest temptation of all -

For a Being of Mystery, Wisdom, Power, the Voice of Command - who displayed while on Earth the capacity of his Power if He chose to demonstrate it, and over and over again the Testimonies remark that He could have, with a Word - wiped out that mob, and just as easily all within a 100 mile circle of Jerusalem - so imagine if you can -
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The **RESTRAINT** needed, for One who could as easily have re-created another people to replace these - for Him to keep that power **UNDER CONTROL** to **SUBMIT** to the **HUMILIATION** of **ATTACK** upon a **PERFECT BEING** who did no wrong -

To be treated in the fashion that He was and permit Himself to have His consciousness blotted out by an ignorant rabble and stupid Church leadership, even one of His own - and not take action! Must have been and shall so remain - a **MYSTERY** to all the inhabitants of the entire Universe through the ceaseless Ages of Eternity. Could you have done it? Held yourself to be slain by a "senseless rabble" led by your own Church leadership, and do **NOTHING** about it if you were **NOT HELPLESS BUT COULD ACT** and had ten legions of Angels ready to wipe that crowd off the face of the Earth - as they more than deserved? As I view that **TEMPTATION** and **OVERCOMING** it to the point of death will remain one of the astonishing **MYSTERIES** to me! For all Eternity.

But do not go soft now and **MISTAKE** his **CHARACTER** - and **IMAGINE** that he is all ready to forgive people in their sins - for that **POWER** to wipe them off the face of the Earth was only held in **RESERVE** until He comes in the clouds and not one of that rebel crew will remain alive for Uncle Begluile Arthur Bedtime Story Maxwell to work his **FORGIVING** act **THEN**! Everything in its time and place.

**DO WE AGREE THAT WAS WONDERFUL THAT HE DID HOLD HIMSELF** - otherwise you and I could never have had the opportunity to be saved.

**DO WE ALSO AGREE** that this was done **ONCE AND FOR ALL** and woe be to him who rejects so great salvation and refuses to go on to sanctification the **WORK** of a **LIFETIME**! How I **HATE** those False Prophets - those cut-rate hawkers who undersell the Truth and are too slovenly, lazy, and internally filthy - to make no effort. If they would only go off - like the dogs that they are, to their own kind in the saloons and brothel houses, but they seek to take over the Church of Jesus Christ! This is no commentary on their worth, that they are so successful - but is rather a commentary on the **LOW STATE** of His professed people that this sort of tripe is not tarred and feathered and run out of town on a rail. Imagine paying God's tithe to them!
WELL, DO NOT FRET - 144,000 out of this World means: "A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand, and it shall not come nigh thee." That is quoted by memory - but is that only 1 out of 11,000?

A PHONE CALL FROM TENNESSEE JUST NOW


"DO NOT CONDEMN!" says FROOM - (Not God!)

"Satan has laid every measure possible that NOTHING shall come among us as a people to REPROVE and REBUKE us, and exhort us to put away our ERRORS."

BUT THERE IS A PEOPLE...

"But there is a people who will bear the Ark of God...THEY will SHOW the people their TRANSGRESSIONS, and the house of Jacob their sins. The CONFLICT is to grow fiercer and fiercer. Satan will take the field and personate Christ." TM 411. (And the Maxwell Book is meant to get ready for just THAT!)

"But if we do not AWAKE more generally and fully, then those who know not the Truth for this time will advance BEFORE us, and block up our way." TM 207.

"...HEALTH REFORM...Even those who do not profess to be Christians treat the subject with greater respect than do some of our own people, and these are going in ADVANCE of us." RH 4:372. See changes. TM 417.

"...and unless we AROUSE, they will go in ADVANCE of us." TM 417.

NOT IN THE LINE - GET INTO LINE!

"There seemed to be a great MOVEMENT (GC 464) - a work of revival - going forward in many places. Our people were moving into line." TM 515.

"With strong arms and brave hearts go forth into the conflict which all must enter, a conflict that will grow more and more severe as we approach the closing struggle." T6:471.
"Casting off man's binding rules and cautious movements, they will JOIN the ARMY of the Lord." T7:27.

"In this time the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the Church." (Leaving only dross.) T5:81.

FROM A LETTER

"The ABOMINATIONS done"...that they have been multiplying for years.  (a) The million $ drug program.  (b) The new expensive bird house Churches in the wicked cities.  (Second to none.)  (c) Following after worldly-wise doctors.  (d) Military top brass.  (e) Speaking in popular pulpits.  (f) Leading out in the Evangelical program - Key '73.  (g) Denying the 144,000 Philadelphian Third Angel's Open Door message.

HIGH TREASON AGAINST THE GOD OF HEAVEN

For any group of men to dare to think of such a crime, let alone do it - CHANGE E.G. White's inspired books. Books, papers, and manuscripts given to the Church as a gift of the Holy Spirit, the Highest Representative of God, next to Christ.

THINK OF THE HIGH TREASON! This SANHEDRIN stop at nothing.  (TM 79. T8:197. RH 4:138. T5:245.) How much longer will God put up with them? They will help forge the worldwide Death Decree to kill the Saints, there is nothing too low for these agents of Satan now.

LOOK AGAIN AT TM 16: "A CHOSEN PEOPLE, HIS CHURCH...HIS OWN FORTRESS..." TM 16.

But read it again and see another CHURCH! Yes, that very word that no Adventist preacher will ever mention, it would be more than his job would be worth! Yes, a CHURCH! WHO ARE THEY? They "EXALT TREASON" - they are the "CHILDREN OF DISOBEDIENCE" - with BRINSMEAD they work "TO CAST OFF THE DIVINE LAW" and are the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" YET CALLED: "CHURCH!" TM 16.

THE REASON FOR THIS PREFACE AND FOREWORD:
Ann DeMichael sent me by first class mail... (I was peeved at the 80¢ postage but I see now the reason for the rush - as I was dealing right on this subject.)
THE HOLY FLESH MOVEMENT

Wm. H. Grotheer, April 1973.

IT FEELS GOOD TO HAVE A SECONDER TO THE MOTION

THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY WAS THE FIRST IN THE WORLD TO MY KNOWLEDGE TO CALL THE AWAKENING TWO THINGS:

(1) A revival of LIVING TEMPLE Pantheism of KELLOGG - JONES - WAGGONER - DR. SADDLER - all joined forces in 1903 until they died.

(2) A revival of ROGERISM - MEYERISM - FRIENDISM.

(3) A revival of HOUTEFFISM - SHEPHERD'S RODISM.

(4) A revival of HOLY FLESH.

(5) And now a revival of SPURGEON - METHODISM - the BABBLING of the BABYLON of Rev. 14 as it goes into the three-fold union - the BABYLON of Rev. 18.

JUST PAUSING TO GIVE THIS SHORT WORD HERE

Anyone taken up (or before you take up) with the most blatant presumptive nonsense of all time - the distorted aberrations of FRED WRIGHT of Australia - GET READY AND STUDY this HOLY FLESH book by Grotheer! (Appendix C, p.57-65 is not clear to me. I will have to shake my head and go through it again. I first read it today. Thank you - Ann DeMichael!)

(6) We can now record that (the FTW CLOWNING ACT) - as a revival of BALLINGERISM! "AWAKE TO RIGHTEOUSNESS AND SIN NOT!" See p.5,19,27-30.

BOTH BALLINGER and WAGGONER gave up the Testimonies as do all who follow them all the way. Where FTW holds his meetings in Western Canada - Ballanger - Hoffman - Saunders - Pestes - Pentecostalism - All-night prayers - Yahweh - Power from out of the fingertips - (See Grotheer p.16) - the works! They had it ALL!

EMOTIONAL EXTRAVAGANZA - TAMBOURINES - DRUMS - A complete copy of the Salvation Army Method - HOLY ROLLERISM - SHOUTING - YELLING - until many of them looked almost CRAZY! SPIRITUALISTIC DELUSION! THEY HAD IT ALL! And the SPIRITUAL WIVES that always goes along with that! Just the place for (MS) "MO' OB DE SAME!" - WHITE ROBE FANATICS! "I AM SINLESS! COMPLETE!" (Completely crazy!) See GROTHEER p.14-17. SM 1:169-225. SM 2:13-100.
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WE WILL HAVE MORE TO SAY OF THIS AT THE END OF THIS PAPER

Suffice for now to say that what they have is all anyone would expect who dares seek Christ OUT of the Most Holy Place! (See 1846 BROADSIDE.) Let it be recorded in the Books of Heaven - THEY WERE Warned!

THE INCARNATION

MUCH, FAR TOO MUCH - has been written on this subject. We hope to introduce a missing or weakened element into the discussion, one that it will be a joy to review.

IT IS THOUGHT that there are two views of the matter. We do not agree, there are a minimum of three, if not four.

THE CATHOLIC VIEW UPHOLD

IMMACULATE (spotless, stainless, pure) CONCEPTION - the holy virgin Mother Mary, gave birth to a Son "free from all stain of original sin." (Webster.)

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE - lest we get carried away - The Standard Dictionary of Facts - The Frontier Press Company, 1919 - has this to say: "The creed of Pius V. is as follows: ...was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and was made man..." p.691.

DO THEY THEN DENY THAT HE CAME: "...in the flesh?" 1 John 4:3. They admit that He died.

Perhaps this is much the same as 666. The Uriah Smiths hung that on the BEAST - but the Testimonies tell us that is the "...number (666) of the IMAGE BEAST was made up; and that it was the BEAST that changed the Sabbath, and the IMAGE BEAST had followed on after, and kept the Pope's, and not God's Sabbath." WTF 19.

IN THE SAME SENSE - so anxious to hang everything on the BEAST - they do the same with the ANTICHRIST of 1 John 4:3. But the INDEX, poor as it is - does give us T5:80 - the ANTICHRIST that is, as a careful reading of 1 John 4:1, 2:19 - will reveal are FALSE PROPHETS who went out from us. (See also RH 2:120,233,245,609. T5:80.)
Since Protestantism is wrong on almost everything, are they all of a sudden right on the ANTICHRIST and INCARNATION?

1 John 2:18,19,22. - "...ANTICHRIST shall come...whereby we know that it is the last time. THEY went OUT from us...Who is a LIAR but he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ? He is ANTICHRIST, that denieth the Father and the Son."

1 John 4:1,3 - "...many FALSE PROPHETS are gone out into the World...and every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the FLESH is not of God: and this is that spirit of ANTICHRIST.

(1) ANTICHRIST - in the Last Time - is that ROMANISM of the Dark Ages?

(2) They DENY that Jesus is the Christ - but they also deny the Father. Would that be COMMUNISM?

(3) No. Because they: "...went OUT from us," and are charac-
terized as LIARS and FALSE PROPHETS. And in "...the Last Time."

(4) They not only deny, as is the popular accusation - that Jesus Christ is come in the FLESH - but they deny that Jesus is THE CHRIST - as well as deny GOD.

Just because the popular Churches wrangle over a pet theme of theirs, I have long ago ceased to go by their interpretations of anything. Because I know who the ANTICHRIST is, because I have: "A more sure Word of Prophecy."

DENYING THAT JESUS IS COME IN THE FLESH - Christ said to His disciples FIRST OF ALL: "Beware of the leaven of the PHARISEES." Who denies that Jesus came "In the Flesh" or "As Flesh" or as a "Man?" Especially of those who "went OUT from us?"

BUT WE DO HAVE THE ANSWER FROM ANOTHER ANGLE - the SPIRITUALIZATION of Christ not being a BEING without a BODY as doubting Thomas had to find out, SPIRITUALIZING his COM-
ING and his PRESENCE. "Christ came in 1914!" (JW's) Christ-God-Spirit is EVERYWHERE in every THING - (Kellogg Pantheism - 1903.) Which was predicted to go from that AL-
PHA into the OMEGA - the OMEGA being the ANTICHRIST - or limit of Apostasy to come from and to the Adventist Church.

NOTHING COULD BETTER FIT THE DESCRIPTION OF THE AWAKENING!
Christ is not REAL to them! They openly admit they are SPIRITUALIZING when they put Christ in the Outer Court - next minute He is in the First Apartment. Their ready and willing dupes do not seem to mind. The Most Holy Place is not REAL to them! They would as soon wander around in their thinking as the SPIRITUALISTS or OCCULTISTS. Those who first opened the doors to them in America - were just that! Yahvists! Ready to join hands with the first apartment Apostates.

"I saw that as Jews CRUCIFIED Jesus, so the nominal Churches had CRUCIFIED these messages, and therefore they have no knowledge of the way INTO the Most Holy, and they CANNOT be benefited by the intercession of Jesus there. LIKE THE (ANTICHIST) JEWS, who offered their useless sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS... (Imagine wasting time at such USELESS meetings!) ...PRAYERS to the apartment which Jesus has LEFT; and Satan, pleased with the deception...leads the minds of these professed Christians." EW 78,261.

A DIVINE PREDICTION LEFT OUT OF TM: "For the Lord shall rise up...He shall be WROTH...that He may do His work, His strange work...for I have heard from the Lord of Hosts a CONSUMPTION, even determined upon the WHOLE EARTH." Read Deut. 7:6. Read the whole chapter, also chapters 1 and 8. These things are written for our admonition upon whom the ends of the World are come.

WE PAUSE HERE TO NOTE - those who LEFT THIS OUT OF TM - also succeeded in LEAVING OUT THE SAME TEACHING - of a worldwide PESTILENCE or CONSUMPTION out of EW 48+ - in the SEALING TIME, just as we are to help the SWIFT MESSENGERS with the SEALING TRUTH - there is going to go along with the SEALING, the DEAD BODIES around this World as the Slaughtering Angels follow, cutting down unrepentant sinners as well as many False Prophets - the ANTICHIST forces. This is found in PT 32. RH 1:11. T1:268. TM 420. Jer. 8:2.

(Cont'd:) WHAT THE ANTICHIST AWAKENING DENIES: "God proposes to PURIFY and REFINE the defiled soul; then he will implant IN the heart his own RIGHTEOUSNESS and peace and health, and man becomes COMPLETE in Him...This is the Kingdom of God WITHIN you...true Reformers...men are to use their God-given faculties to REFORM THEMSELVES...they gain victories over their own hereditary and cultivated tendencies...
"All that have refused to be taught of God, hold the traditions of men. They at last pass over on the side of the enemy, against God, and are written, ANTICHRIST...find in ANTICHRIST the center of their union. While the TWO parties stand in collision, the Lord will appear." Special TM 311–2.

ANTICHRIST

It seems very plain from this that the real ANTICHRIST are those who reject the Last Message. That there are only TWO parties, the 144,000 or those who cleave to the ANTICHRIST, and are, by their allegiance - themselves the ANTICHRIST.

THE TESTIMONIES REJECTED

That was the ORIGINAL. This was CHANGED TO: "SLIGHTED." That does not sound near so bad. Which was the truth? T5: 62. 1882. (Next year they showed her by passing a General Conference resolution to CHANGE the Testimonies.)

REJECTED

"Many explained the Testimonies to suit themselves. The Truth of God is not in harmony with the TRADITIONS of men...

ANTICHRIST: "ALL that have refused to be taught of God, hold the TRADITIONS of men. They at last pass over on the side of the enemy, against God, and are written, ANTICHRIST...find in ANTICHRIST the center of their UNION." Special TM 312. 1896.

ANTICHRIST: TRADITIONS - UNITY ON TRADITIONS. The Awakening IN COMMON with the NO LAW - NO CHARACTER - GRACE schools of Babylon. All found by them in the IN COMMON trough - OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place Third Angel's Message. This is the ANTICHRIST OMEGA OF APOSTASY. The ALPHA was begun in 1903 when JONES & WAGGONER signed over to KELLOGG and LIVING TEMPLE.

ANTICHRIST: FTW Awakening - "Just like Christ!" The very "life" of Christ! The very "nature" of Christ! Hard to imagine such daring blasphemy, or the class that will cleave to that even AFTER it is exposed for them - "Ye shall be as gods!"
ANTICHRIST: "TO OUR LEADING MEDICAL WORKERS...Dr. Kellogg and his associates (Jones & Waggoner)...they have started on a track which if followed will lead to...SPIRITUALISTIC SENTIMENTS...pleasing fables...STEALTHILY finding place among us. The rebuke of God is upon ministers...who have been ASLEEP on the walls of Zion...

THE TIME WILL COME

"The time will come, Christ tells us of, when many deceivers will go forth, declaring themselves to be Christ."...SATAN WILL WORK MIRACLES...These works of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST." 1903. GOING TO BC, p.6,7. SM 2:53,54.

(Now back to "THE TESTIMONIES REJECTED.")

"The truth of God is not in harmony with the TRADITIONS of men, nor does it CONFORM to their opinions. Like its divine Author, it is unchangeable, the same yesterday, today, and forever. Those who separate from God will call darkness light, and error truth...the Church in Battle Creek...They have gone astray, EVERY ONE OF THEM. Not one is guiltless...as were Korah, Dathan, and Abiram...You know not the time of your visitation...woe will be upon the people...The Church is corrupt...THE SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST IS PREVAILING...I know that many think far too favorably of the present time. These...will be engulfed in the general RUIN...in the mighty SIFTING soon to take place...Every WIND of doctrine will be blowing...In the last solemn work few great men will be engaged...He cannot use them. The Lord has faithful servants, who in the SHAKING, testing time will be disclosed to view. There are precious ones not HIDDEN, who have not bowed the knee to Baal. They have not had the LIGHT...Then will the Church of Christ APPEAR...The Church will be weighed in the balances of the Sanctuary." T5: 62,66,72,79-83.

WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES OF THE SANCTUARY

I like that. I like that very much. Then we will see if it makes no difference if we bow down with those in the First Apartment, Outer Court, refusing to come to Him, refusing to be Justified by Faith in the Most Holy Place Truth. But looking for a big crowd OUT of the Ark of Safety and Hope. Seeking out many inventions and pleasing fables. Only 144,000 will be sealed with the seal of PHILADELPHIA in the Most Holy Place. WTF 14,15. TM 446. T9:182.
"I dreamed of seeing a temple to which many people were flocking. Only those who took refuge in that temple would be saved when time should close. All who remained outside would be forever lost. The MULTITUDES without..." EW 78,261. SG 1:171-2,190-1.

EXALTATION: Webster: Abnormal intensification of a mental state...abnormal sense of well-being, power, or importance.

BLASPHEMY: Webster: Act of claiming the attributes or prerogatives of Deity.

"AWAKE TO RIGHTEOUSNESS AND SIN NOT!" was the cry of the self-confessed "Messenger of Living Righteousness" for 17 years until he lost his HALO in March 1972. Now in harmony with Brinsmead - "Awake to Righteousness and SIN!" But until that date he was SINLESS - SANCTIFIED - JUST LIKE CHRIST - had His NATURE - His VERY LIFE - AND IN ACTUAL FACT A DIVINE HUMAN BEING! EXALTATION and BLASPHEMY!

NOW READ THIS:

"I will spew thee out of My mouth. Because thou sayest, I am rich, and increased with goods, and have need of nothing...making the claim that they are sanctified, and SINLESS. Are not such teachers the PRETENDERS to whom Christ referred when he said, "Beware of FALSE PROPHETS, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES. Ye shall know them by their FRUITS."...he measures himself by his own finite, fallable standard, and may claim as much as does the Pope of Rome...and boasts of the GRACE of Christ, which he has turned into LASCIVIOUSNESS. These CHARACTERS will MULTIPLY, and by smooth words and deceptive speeches will deceive the unwary...CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUSNESS WILL NOT COVER THE UNRIGHTEOUSNESS OF ANY ONE...

"If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves and THE TRUTH IS NOT IN US...events...before the Advent could take place...for that day shall not come, except there come a FALLING AWAY FIRST, and that man of Sin be revealed...so that he AS GOD sitteth in the Temple of God, showing himself that he is God." The man of Sin was to arise, and do his work of EXALTATION and BLASPHEMY, before the brethren could look for the coming of Christ. That great EVENT was to be preceded by a FALLING AWAY. There would be revealed a form of ANTI-CHRIST...some would DEPART FROM THE FAITH, giving heed to seducing spirits." RH 2:231-233. July 24, July 31, 1868.
"...those who profess holiness, who compare themselves to Christ, as though they were \textit{EQUAL} with him in \textit{PERFECTION of CHARACTER}. \textit{THIS IS BLASPHEMY}." (This is Wright of Australia.) RH 2:120. March 15, 1887.

\textbf{I AM SINLESS!}

"We may always be \textit{STARTLED} and \textit{INDIGNANT} when we hear a poor fallen mortal exclaiming, "I am holy; I am sinless!" Not one soul to whom God has granted a view of his greatness and majesty, \textit{has ever uttered one word like this.}" RH 2:254. Oct. 16, 1888.

\textbf{THE SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST}

"The prevailing spirit of our times...is one of \textit{PRIDE} and \textit{SELF-EXALTATION}...which in reality is the \textit{BLINDEST PRESUMPTION}. \textbf{THE SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST} is far more wide-spread than any of us imagine...\textbf{THE SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST} to make \textit{WAR} with those who \textit{KEEP} the Commandments of God, and have the Faith of Jesus...Those who have been \textit{SELF-DISTRUSTFUL}...will at last openly declare themselves for Christ and his \textit{LAW}; while many who have appeared to be flourishing trees, but who have borne \textit{NO FRUIT}, will go with the \textit{MULTITUDE} to do evil, and will receive the \textit{MARK of APOSTASY} in the forehead or in the hand...Those...who acknowledge the binding claims of God's \textit{LAW}...are not to be satisfied with the surface truths. That which lies plainly revealed, which costs us \textit{NO EFFORT}, will not be esteemed as highly as the \textit{TREASURE} that costs us dili- gent, prayerful \textit{RESEARCH and INVESTIGATION}. Celestial truth is represented as \textit{TREASURE}." RH 2: 609-611. 1892.

\textbf{CONTRARY TO URIAH SMITH TRADITION}

the \textbf{COUNTERFEIT} comes first. The Lord of the Harvest orders it: "Gather ye \textit{FIRST} the \textit{TARES} for the burning, and \textit{AFTER} \textit{THAT} the wheat." This is the Straight Testimony to the Laodi-ceans: "\textit{GATHER yourselves... \textit{\{YOUSELVES\} - Evangelism Self-power! FROOM - BRINSMEAD - HEPPENSTALL} \ldots Gather \textit{YOUSELVES} together...O (denomi)\textit{NATION} not desired...before the fierce anger of the Lord come upon you!}" (Footnotes to Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans. T1:180.)

\textit{"A MOVEMENT SHALL COME"} - a Movement of God - "and \textit{BEFORE} the time for such a \textit{MOVEMENT}...a \textbf{COUNTERFEIT}" ...
with the Doctrines of Devils that is the heart and soul of the so-called, self-styled AWAKENING with the very doctrines listed and catalogued in GC 464-473. Sola Fiddle Faddle - NO LAW CAN BE KEPT - NO CHARACTER CAN BE FORMED!

A MESSAGE:

"Just prior to the Great Day of God, a MESSAGE is sent forth to WARN the people to come back to their allegiance to the LAW of God which ANTICHRIST has broken down." T1:76-7.

"In the Time of the End...GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the World as REFORMERS, are to show that the LAW of God is the FOUNDATION...They are the Repairers of the Breach." PK 678. T6:265.

ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY

The unerring finger of prophecy points to Seventh-day Adventists keeping Sunday. They did not reject the reality of the Sanctuary overnight, neither will they keep Sunday overnight. But almost. Watch them next EASTER.

"If by the word 'liberal' it is thought that we conceive of a heavenly Sanctuary made of brick and mortar, with all that we associate with such LITERALNESS in our everyday life, the answer is, WE DO NOT." Questions on Doctrine. (QD) p.365.

THE DENIAL OF A MURDERER - if a murderer signs a confession, and later strives to deny it - who will listen to his denials?

IN THE SAME SENSE, AND IN NO OTHER SENSE, if Adventists or Awakeners make statements, then later try to smooth it over, whitewash themselves - we refuse that DENIAL. If you do not believe what you wrote - why write it? If the upside-down clowns that manage the self-confessed AWAKENING find Christ, find JUSTIFICATION, even SANCTIFICATION in the OUTER COURT or FIRST APARTMENT, and in the next breath try to assure us or reassure us that this in no way means He is OUT of the MOST HOLY PLACE - we have one word for them: "Tell it to the Marines!"

ONE SENTENCE TRUTHS

"Truth will never be agreeable to a Liar!" GC 542.
"The followers of Christ and the servants of Satan cannot harmonize!" GC 507.

"The Gospel of Christ cannot be preached without offense. GC 165.

"These truths will stir the enmity of Satan, and of men who love the fables that he has devised." GC 132.

"...therefore the slaves of formalism and superstition clamored for His blood." GC 132.

"Truth is no more desired by the majority today than it was by the Papists who opposed Luther." GC 144.

"Those who present the Truth for this time SHOULD NOT EXPECT to be received with greater favor than were earlier Reformers." GC 144.

"WOE UNTO YOU, when all men speak well of you! for so did their fathers to the false prophets." GC 144.

"...the same antagonism still exists, and will be manifested to the end of time." GC 144.

"The House of Israel will not hearken unto thee; for they will not hearken unto Me." GC 459.

"NEVERTHELESS...Thou shalt speak My words unto them, whether they will hear, or whether they will forbear." GC 459.

"The position that it is of no consequence what men believe, is one of Satan's most successful deceptions. GC 520.

"He knows the truth, received in the love of it, sanctifies the soul...therefore he is constantly seeking to substitute false theories, fables, another Gospel." GC 520.

**THREE-SENTENCE TRUTHS**

"But light and darkness cannot harmonize. Between truth and error there is an irrepressible conflict. To uphold and defend the one is to attack and overthrow the other." GC 126.

"...dissolve all union with the apostate church...if unity..."
could be secured only by the compromise of truth and righteousness, then LET THERE BE DIFFERENCE, AND EVEN WAR!

GC 45. SOP 4:46,118. SR 324. 1884.

AND EVEN WAR!

SPIRITUALIZE away the Sanctuary. QD 365.

SPIRITUALIZE away the Most Holy Place. Daisy Meyers - Wright - Brinsmead echo the D.L.FRIEND religion - General Conference Session. Dr. Leslie Harding - R&H June 19, 1970. p.9. Bible Study Hour - ONE DAY they will go into the place Most Holy - or perhaps Christ will "carry" them there! "They entered not in because of UNBELIEF!"

SPIRITUALIZE away the Coming in the Clouds. (FREE! Man the World Needs Most - the biggest bedtime story of them all! ARTHUR BEGUILE MAXWELL. "Faith For Today!"

SPIRITUALIZE away the Seven Last Plagues - HCSR "ONE WORLD" p.318-9. (BBH - $1.00) Join the Jews, Muslims, with ONE GOD. Thus denying the DIVINITY of Christ. Denying that GOD came in the FLESH - making out He was "only a man." So they ignore the Testimony of Jesus, for it is only the testimony of a man! "Our doctrinal positions are based upon the Bible, NOT upon Mrs. White's writings." QD 183. (Thus they do not have the Testimony of Jesus no more than the JEWS!)

IN REPLY TO QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES - p.89

"I have a work of great responsibility to do - to impart by pen and voice the instruction given me, NOT ALONE to Seventh-Day Adventists, BUT TO THE WORLD...This is my work - TO OPEN THE SCRIPTURES to others." T8:236. 1903.

"The commandments of God and the Testimony of Jesus are UNITED. They are to be clearly presented to the World..." T8:117.

"In ancient times God spoke to men by the mouth of Prophets and Apostles. In these days He speaks to them by the TESTIMONIES of His Spirit. There never was a time when God instructed His people more earnestly than He instructs them now ...thus leading them to search the Scriptures." T4:147-8, 390.
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"...if you lessen the confidence of God's people in the Testimonies He has sent them, you are rebelling against God as certainly as were Korah, Dathan, and Abiram. T5:66,290,663, 665-6,671-691.

"...for God has sent the Message for ALL." T9:74.

"The Sabbath question, and man not immortal, and the Testimony of Jesus, are the great and important truths to be understood, which will prove as an ANCHOR to hold God's people in these perilous times." SG 4:90.

**TESTIMONIES TO THE TEN**

"As the end draws near, and the work of giving the LAST WARNING to the World extends, it becomes more important for those who accept PRESENT TRUTH to have a clear understanding of the nature and influence of the TESTIMONIES....This will save us from accepting STRONG DELUSIONS." Ev. 255, 260. (I could not imagine any stronger delusion than that MAXWELL BOOK. How could we reply to it but with SG 3:82-3. PP 339,341.)

FROM SM 1:...

"Are not the positions taken in my writings in harmony with the teachings of Jesus Christ?" p.29.

"...the warnings God has given to save them." p.31.

"...will bear the test of investigation." p.35.

"My Father taught, but ye would not be taught." p.40.

"...is to be held as safe instruction to follow in these its closing days." p.41.

"Those who have most to say against the Testimonies are generally those who have not read them." p.45.

"The very last deception of Satan will be to make of none effect the TESTIMONY of the Spirit of God." "Where there is no vision, the people perish." p.48.

"...my writings will constantly speak, and their work will go forward AS LONG AS TIME SHALL LAST." p.55.
"...to prepare a people to stand." p.56.

"I am not responsible for the OMISSIONS which are said to exist." p.61.

REJECTORS OF TESTIMONIES KEEP SUNDAY

TIME
"As the storm approaches...
NUMBER
"a large class...
WHO
"who have professed faith in the Third Angel's Message...
WHY
"but have not been SANCTIFIED...
HOW
"through obedience to the truth...
BETRAY
"abandon their position...
JOIN
"and JOIN the OPPOSITION." (Keep Sunday.)

This one sentence tells all. GC 608. SOP 4:426.


THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANTICHRIST

Those who swallow the doctrines of Devils now being spread far and wide, declaring the Gospel of Satan in Heaven: THE LAW CANNOT BE KEPT! CHARACTER CANNOT BE BUILT - FORMED - CULTIVATED. A SIN TO TRY! "FAITH ALONE!" "MAKE NO EFFORT!"

One would have thought they would have recognized the personification of the Devil himself in the form of R.D.Brinsmead and his sidekick F.T.Wright with that MISSION IMPOSSIBLE in its serpentine coils since 1958, recoiling in 1972. And proving to be, as the Lord warned us: "They become the MOST BITTER enemies of their former brethren." GC 608. Absolutely WORSE than COMMUNISTS - CATHOLICS - MUSLIMS - PAGANS - HEATHEN - INFIDELS - ATHEISTS - SPIRITUALISTS - and as the days go by we will hear more from that clan of Judases - Achans - Unbelievers - Reprobates.

"In the closing work of God in the earth...in the hour of greatest peril, the God of Elijah will raise up human instrumentalities to bear a message THAT WILL NOT BE SILENCED...the voice of stern REBUKE will be heard. Boldly will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187.
(It has now reached and passed the stage where anyone who denies the three-fold UNION with the aspirations of KEY '73 – he who denies this has taken place must be DEAF, DUMB, and BLIND.)

THE ANTICHRIST - OUR FORMER BRETHREN - TWO KINDS OF ANTICHRIST

Both kinds have one object. They want to be "as gods!" The desire to be EQUAL with God. After all that has been written that this is what Satan tried in Heaven, one would hardly think or conceive it possible for such bold affronty to take place right in our midst. Or if it did – we would expect an outcry against it. But it came and was met with ACCEPTANCE or SILENCE.

BUT IN THE ORDER OF GOD

This manmade COUNTERFEIT is going to be met. "I had my orders...MEET IT!" SM 1:206. 1904.

"No longer consent to listen without protest." SM 1:196.

TO BE EQUAL WITH GOD - or, better yet, to have God at their beck and call. To order Him to GIVE them a NEW CHARACTER - they want to enjoy the old one until CHRIST COMES! Then they will swap it for a new model. When there is no other way out.

ANTICHRIST #1 - to be EQUAL or above God. Mankind, as in the Garden of Eden, is still falling for the delightful delusion: "Ye shall be as gods!"

ANTICHRIST #2 - to bring God down, to their own low level, strip Him of all DIVINITY. He is only a man. Thus they imagine they have accomplished something. They do not deny that He came "in the flesh" but they do deny the POWER of His DIVINITY!

I MAY AS WELL BREAK IN HERE AND TELL YOU THAT I SPEAK WITH SUCH AUTHORITY BECAUSE I HAVE JUST FINISHED RE-READING THE ORIGINAL SPIRIT OF PROPHECY SERIES - and I find that Book #2 could well be called the INCARNATION book. That actually a mention of it is in Book #1 - then it goes into Book #2 - and continues on in equal strength right through Book #3.
the proof of His **DIVINITY**. To follow the pattern of the apostate Churches who strip Him of all **DIVINITY**, and leave Him like the **JEWS**, that He is **ONLY A MAN** - I do not need that kind of a Savior! I want One with some **POWER**! Which we are going to see displayed in the days to come and that are even here. **DEAD BODIES FROM ONE END OF THIS WORLD TO THE OTHER IN THE SEALING TIME!** The great love-slobberers did not care for the concept of a **LION OF JUDAH** - they would much prefer, if they could - to bring Him down into the cradle again, or hang Him on the cross! That seems to be the theme they are all taken up with. I prefer **HE IS RISEN!** "**WE HAVE SUCH AN HIGH PRIEST**" at the right hand of God in the Most Holy Place in Heaven! I think there is just as much reason to thrill that He is in the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary and nowhere else since 1844 - as the Disciples were thrilled that He went into the First Apartment in their day.

**THE ANTICHRIST MUSLIM HORDES**

"There is only **ONE Divinity** of God, His Name is Allah, and Mohammed is His Prophet." (ONE GOD.)

**THE ANTICHRIST JEWS**

"The reason we will succeed is because we believe in **ONE GOD.**." (Ben-Gurion Tel Aviv Television CBC-TV.)

**THE ANTICHRIST ADVENTISTS**

(A) Those who say "**YAHWEH**! They are anti-**CHRIST**!
(B) Those who say "**The LAW cannot be kept!**" RDB.
(C) Those who worship **OUT** of the Most Holy Place.
(D) Those who **DENY** the **COMING IN THE CLOUDS!** Maxwell.
(E) Those who want a **KINGDOM ON EARTH** like the **JEWS**, like the JW's, like HWA, like the **SPIRITUALISTS**!
(F) Those who in any way go along with the **ANTICHRIST MUSLIM** or the **ANTICHRIST JEW** - calling for **ONE GOD!** (GOD'S ONE WORLD - HMSR - p.318. Along with MAXWELL, the JW's, HWA - looking for a **KINGDOM** instead of 1,000 years of **DESOLATION** and the WRECK of the World! What greater **ANTICHRIST** could there be?)

(G) Certain it is not "Christ" that is the source of their **DOCTRINES OF DEVILS** - IN OUR PULPITS! TM 409. And all who do not believe this to be the condition of this **SPEWN-OUT CHURCH** will soon be over with the **ANTICHRIST**!
SPIRITUALIZING - the 144,000. "SYMBOLIC NUMBER!"
SPIRITUALIZING - PROBATION is open till Christ comes!
SPIRITUALIZING - the LITERAL Sanctuary in Heaven.
SPIRITUALIZING - instead of REV. 18 - give us KEY '73!
SPIRITUALIZING - instead of a SHAKING - UNITY!
SPIRITUALIZING - "I AM SAVED!" (Who told you so?)
SPIRITUALIZING - "The CURSE of the LAW!" R&H - RDB.
SPIRITUALIZING - POISON is "Natural Remedies!"
SPIRITUALIZING - "SPEWN OUT!" means "GOING THRU!"
SPIRITUALIZING - "Do not condemn!" (Them!)
SPIRITUALIZING - The Ten Virgin Parable.
SPIRITUALIZING - find a "CHRIST" out of the Most Holy.
SPIRITUALIZING - the Mystery of the INCARNATION.

*****

THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY SERIES OF FOUR BOOKS
THE VISIONS AS RECORDED FOR 1870 to 1884
(Four books from BBH - about $15.00)

I DECLARE BOOKS #2 & #3 to be the INCARNATION BOOKS
WHAT A THRILL TO READ THEM - !!!!

CHRIST'S PLACE IN THE GODHEAD
"Because the writings of Ellen G. White have often been GARBLED when allegedly 'quoted' by critics or detractors, we here give a COMPREHENSIVE ASSEMBLAGE of her teachings on the DEITY and ETERNAL PRE-EXISTENCE of Christ, and His place in the Godhead, or Trinity; His NATURE during the INCARNATION; and His atoning sacrifice and priestly ministry." QD 641. (All emphasis mine!)

"COMPREHENSIVE ASSEMBLAGE" pages 641–692.
p.660. One reference to SOP 2:11,12.
p.665. One reference to SOP 2:9,10.

WM.H.GROTHEER BOOK - October 1972. ($4.00.)
p.102. One reference - (same.)

HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY LIST
SOP 1:46. "...as a man...take man's fallen NATURE."
SOP 1:50. "...elevate man that he could RESIST."
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SOP 2:12. "...the divine MYSTERY that the Majesty of Heaven, EQUAL with God, should die for the rebellious race."

SOP 2:15. "his divine glory and majesty were VAINED by humanity." See also p.17,18.

SOP 2:29. "...sending his Son in the LIKENESS of sinful flesh."

SOP 2:35. "...whose DIVINITY was VAINED with humanity."

SOP 2:38–9. "he was EQUAL with God...He "thought it not robbery to be EQUAL with God."...in the LIKENESS of men...This was the ONLY WAY in which fallen man could be EXALTED through the merits of the BLOOD of Christ (I shudder to think of those bowing down OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place. Where there is no BLOOD! What fools!) to be partakers of the DIVINE NATURE...the excellence of CHARACTER found in him, which never had been found, neither could be, IN ANOTHER."

SOP 2:61. "Notwithstanding the Son of God was CLOTHED with humanity, yet Jehovah, with his own voice, assures him of his SONSHIP with the ETERNAL...God accepts humanity..."

SOP 2:67. "Christ condescended to take HUMANITY...while his DIVINITY grasps the THRONE of God. And THUS Christ opens the communication of man with God, and God with man."

SOP 2:90. "As Christ had taken the FORM of man, and was subject to his infirmities."

SOP 2:91. "In taking the NATURE of man, Christ was not EQUAL in appearance with the angels of Heaven."

SOP 2:96. "Christ's DIVINE indignation was aroused, and he could no longer TOLERATE his (Satan's) blasphemous assumption, or even permit him to remain in his presence. He exercised his DIVINE authority...Satan...was COMPELLED to OBEY the DIVINE COMMAND. Writhing with baffled hate and rage, the rebel chief retired from the presence of the world's Redeemer. The contest was ended." (I like that.)

SOP 2:97. "Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing!"...forever and ever!"

SOP 2:102. "His DIVINE POWER had been HIDDEN and he had waited in obscurity and humiliation for 30 years...He who had been her submissive son was now her DIVINE LORD. Her only hope, in common with the rest of mankind, was to believe him to be the REDEEMER of the World, and yield him implicit obedience.
The FEARFUL DELUSION of the Roman church exalts the mother of Christ EQUAL with the Son of the INFINITE God...in no way raises her to his LEVEL, or insures her future."

SOP 2:114-5. "Thus Jesus stood before the JEWS...they refused to acknowledge that this man...was other than a COMMON MAN...Their UNBELIEF bred MALICE...the unbelieving, infuriated JEWS."

SOP 2:118-9. "...a DIVINE LIGHT illuminated his countenance...A panic of FEAR swept over the multitude who felt the overshadowing of Christ's DIVINITY...Even the disciples quaked with FEAR...the POWER of his DIVINITY."

***SOP 2:145. "Blessed woman of Samaria! She had felt...as if in the presence of DIVINITY; now she gladly acknowledged her Lord. She required of Him no miracle, as did the Jews, to prove his DIVINE CHARACTER. She accepted...the holy influence that emanated from Him..."Come, see a man who told me all things that ever I did. Is not this the Christ?"

***SOP 2:147. "...He was a superior BEING...while he CONDEMned her life of sin, he directed her to his DIVINE grace as the sure and perfect remedy. The pitying love of the Savior is not confined to sect or party.

***SOP 2:149. "The Pharisees rejected Christ. They IGNORED his miracles...They refused...all evidences of his DIVINITY. They scornfully demanded of him a SIGN, that they might know that He was indeed the Son of God. But the Samaritans asked NO SIGN...They were therefore in a much more favorable position before God than the Jewish nation, with its PRIDE and VANITY, BLIND BIGOTRY, narrow prejudice, and bitter hatred."

***SOP 2:150. (You will miss much if you do not look these up and read it all. When you see the word BLIND applied to the JEWS that refused to understand the symbolisms of the earthly Temple Service, as you see recorded in this reference - think also of another BLIND Laodicean JEW who also in the General Conference Session - R&H June 19, 1970 p.9 - clasp hands with the BLIND AWAKENERS, the PHARISEE CHURCH OFFICERS, uniting with the "NO EFFORT" SADDUCEES - "The Sadducees believed in God as the ONLY BEING SUPERIOR to man;...They DENIED that the Spirit of God works through human EFFORTS...they lacked His POWER in their lives." ) (DA 604.)
(As the **PHARISEE ADVENTISTS** threw in their lot with the **SAD-DUCEE AWAKENERS** to rail against the **LAW** to be **IN COMMON** - R&H Dec. 18, 1968. p.20 – with all the Moabites, Horonites, and Philistines of the religious World – join with Satan the Devil – "...his stubborn persistence in making **NO EFFORT** for self-recovery when God would have granted him forgiveness." GC 669, so do these lock hands in their **BLIND** rejection of the **DIVINITY** that stands before the Throne.)

(1) He is **NOT** out of the Most Holy Place.

(2) He is **NOT a SPIRIT** without **FLESH**! We are not of those who **SPIRITUALIZE** everything away - even the building of a **CHARACTER**. Stubborn like the Devil, refusing to make an **EFFORT**. DEMANDING LIKE THE JEWS, "**SHOW US A MIRACLE!**" Bark! Jump! Run! "**GIVE US A CHARACTER!**" "Show us a Miracle!"

(3) And to show their utter contempt for His **FLESH** they make Him all **SPIRIT** - like **KELLOGG, WAGGONER, JONES** as they all united till the day they died – on **Eastern Pantheism**, and total denial of the Most Holy Place. With bedtime story Maxwell - is He not in the "Secret Chambers?" The very last attempt of Satan will be to deny the **SANCTUARY**. What better way than to **SPIRITUALIZE** it!

(4) **SPIRITUALIZE away OBEDIENCE**! So no **OBEDIENCE** is necessary. **"CHRIST DID IT ALL!"** He **OBEYED** for us **VICARIOUSLY!** - **RAW SPIRITUALISM**! Three-fold Union! RDB in his program for KEY '73. Sola Bunkum.

(5) The Grotheer **"HOLY FLESH"** book - reveals that **HOLY FLESH** was sparked by **BALLENGER**! It was the **BALLENGER** door that was first opened to **FRED WRIGHT** of Australia with the same Doctrines!

***1. Awake to righteousness AND SIN NOT!** p.5,19,30.


***3. The "cleansing message." p.11.


***5. "Like the poison sting of the Serpent." SM 2:37.

***6. HISTORY REPEATED EXACTLY! Indiana Conference President opposed it (p.9). But he did not treat it like **SPIRITUALISM** like he should have, and they **OVERPOWERED** him. p.11-17. This puffed up his fleshly mind - just as we have seen it worked on the **FRED WRIGHT CLAN**, and as others have so testified.

Dr. Kurt E. Koch describes it **EXACTLY**! It is Occult Possession.
CHRISTIAN COUNSELLING and OCCULTISM, ($5.00 - Kregel Pub., 525 Eastern Ave. S.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49503.) There is only ONE escape! OPEN and PUBLIC CONFESSION that it is of the Devil! Request the prayers of the believers. There is no other way. Secret sins must be given up. (And I might add – as must the drunk, who has also lost control! – change the DIET for LOW BLOOD SUGAR!) But the sad part is, that it is just THESE who have no NEED! Who are "COMPLETE!" "NOTHING WANTING!" "In actual fact DIVINE HUMAN BEINGS!" (Enough to make a horse vomit!)

"Every sin ACKNOWLEDGED before God with a contrite heart, He will remove. This FAITH is the LIFE of the Church." TM 93.

"When finite, erring man gives evidence that...he thinks himself RIGHTEOUS...we may know that unless he REPENTS, the candlestick will quickly be removed out of its place." TM 355-6.


THE REPLY TO THOSE WHO THROW THEMSELVES UNDER THE SAME MESMERISTIC SPELL AND SAY THEY SEE NOTHING WRONG WITH IT

The Ballanger bunch broke with the Testimonies on "I AM SAVED!" Fred Wright quotes A.L. BALLANGER in Sept. 1966 where BALLANGER testifies in the MARLOWE THEATRE in 1893 – he was converted to I AM SAVED by A.L. BALLANGER! This was the same year A.T.JONES harangued the Battle Creek Tabernacle for over an hour to take I AM SAVED! Anna Phillips instead of Sr. White. In 1903 he advanced to LIVING TEMPLE and went on to shout to the World his SINLESSNESS in his own version in the 1905 book put out by the Pacific Press - which some indeed imagine is the Message of 1888! (See SM 2:85-95. Olson Book 304. Froom Book 524.)

CAN WE RESCUE SOME GOOD OUT OF IT?
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Old Time Ministers answered this one by saying, if a big pot of porridge or potatoes is found to be **Poisoned** - what is your opinion of the mentality of the one who wants to go back to it, for the "good" he "knows" is in it?

"Therefore God will give them over to **Believe a Lie** - that they all might be **DAMNED** that believed not the truth!"

"Can an impure fountain send forth sweet waters? Why should we **Wade Through the Mass of Error**...for the sake of obtaining the benefit of a few intellectual truths, when all truth is at our command?...like handling **Black Coals**... boastful and self-satisfied...as were the Pharisees...This **Mingling** makes a **Potion** that is **Poisonous** to the soul... (human sewers) drink at the polluted fountains...**Are Fools**, though they profess themselves to be **Wise**...Can a **Clean** thing come of an **Unclean**?...a mind **Prostituted**...worshipped a **False God**...**Rubbish of Error**...**Traditions** of men...you turned to **Common Sewers**."  FCE 167-174, 177, 183, 435.

**The Human Sewer - The Prostituted Mind**

FTW **Sneering** - Also RDB-SP-JR - the **Sneering** of the Awakening Ballenger Bunch Apostolic Church of God: "And so your life program was one of **Sinning and Confessing**, **Sinning and Confessing**, **Sinning and Confessing**, **Sinning and Confessing**, add in infinitum. That's the picture, isn't it, of the average church member?" (My reply: No! They were just **Sinning** - as did you - without **Confessing**!)

FTW **Judging**: "Yet we never seem to learn. Year after year we **Struggle on**, **Sinning and Confessing**, **Sinning and Confessing**, and yet getting nowhere."  FROM BONDAGE TO DELIVERANCE, p.2, Sept. 1967. p.9.

"**Come to our Senses!**" JULY 1968. p.16.

"Come to our senses!" means and implies:

1. If you are still sinning - you are out of your mind! It is so unnecessary!
2. He knows the secret! He has worked it out! He is your Savior! Your Father Confessor! Your high priest!

AND SO - WHAT'S WRONG WITH THAT?

Everything is wrong with that. Those who fell for **Holy Flesh Ballengerism - Holy Rollerism** - went **Insane**, committed **Suicide, Murder**, when their demented **Expectations** did not materialize...
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because based on sheer EMOTIONAL EXTRAVAGANZA - "the deification of the Devil" - It is like wine - there is a bad reaction. Like a whip to a flagging horse. Energy without supply means depletion of forces, hence the bad reaction from being taken to the pinnacle of the temple, Movie Stars end up SUI-CIDES. "Ye shall be as gods" is not the Water of Life. BE- Ware of the Serpent's stare!

THAT IS WHY SR. WHITE WROTE THE TRUTH

"There is not a thread of truth to the whole fabric." Grotheer p.12,27,32. White Estate D.F. #190.

AND NOW WE HAVE A NEW AND UNEXPECTED WITNESS

These emotional prophets of Baal - after jumping and slashing themselves in their wild enthusiasm for 17 years - could not stand the stench of their own religion, testified that they did not see the results promised, and rewound the coils of their Serpent. Not for better, but for worse. "If their hearts could be seen - they would appear as BLACK AS EVER!" (Left out of EW 45, but found in PT 22. RH 1:9.)

FTW - MARCH 1972

(1) p.9 - Reviewing the Old Religion: "Holiness finds that it has nothing more to require, we must conclude that the believer now has a perfectly SINLESS NATURE." (Based on a hair-brained assumption like that! Why not join the Jesus Freaks? There they will find everything they want - and VD besides!)

(2) p.11- But now the great Robert Louis Stevenson's Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - the dual personality syndrome: "This then could only mean that Christ had TWO NATURES. One, the DIVINE, was perfect and sinless, and the other, the HUMAN, was imperfect and sinful...the true...Christian...then he too must have in this life TWO NATURES...

"Thus it was that we came to see that while we had been delivered from the indwelling presence of the SIN MASTER, we had not been delivered from the fallen sinful human NATURE, nor would we be until the appearance of the Lord in the clouds of heaven...

"AWAKE TO RIGHTEOUSNESS AND SIN - !!!"
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Sin and repent? No! No need to repent! This is the united song of both segments of the Awakening for 1972.

(3) Might as well join the Tahiti Voodooists!

"But after we have been delivered from the carnal mind we still retain the fleshly NATURE and will do so right through until the advent of Christ to give us immortality..."

HEAR YE! HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

"...and therefore in our flesh are all the unholy possibilities IMAGINABLE." (Of you this I do believe!) p.17-8. March 1972. (Then he delights his willing dupes who have NO RELIGION, but looking to be entertained with "two natures" - "three natures" - nature gone with the wind! And anything else that might delight the simple and confound the wise.)

AND THAT IS JUST MORE THAN ENOUGH OF THAT!

We thrill as we see the fulfillment of the prophetic scroll unrolling, and we know, and are persuaded that everything predicted will come in its order. These people are going to get POWER to perform MIRACLES that will ASTOUND THE BEAST! While God's people will have an Anchor in the Most Holy Place. EW 254-6. And the truth of the DIVINITY of the man Christ Jesus is THRILLING to believe so we follow Him withersoever He goes. For He will save His people, who believe in his DIVINITY.

***SOP 2:150. "...the Son of God - encircled the Gentiles with his HUMAN arm of sympathy and association, while, with his DIVINE arm of GRACE and POWER, be brought to them the salvation which the Jews REFUSED to accept...Their BLINDNESS..."

***SOP 2:154. "...but they were ignorant as to their spiritual DISEASE, and saw not their terrible need of DIVINE GRACE. He contrasted this questioning UNBELIEF with the FAITH of the SAMARITANS...to accept him as the promised Messiah without a SIGN or MIRACLE to establish his DIVINITY...holy POWER."

***SOP 2:155. "Jesus, by a flash of DIVINE TELEGRAPHY, sends the message of HEALING to the bedside of the suffering son...One whose POWER is UNLIMITED."
***SOP 2:164. "But the Pharisees were still more incensed, because he had not only broken the LAW, according to their understanding, but added to this offense the heinous SIN of declaring himself EQUAL with God. Nothing but the interference of the people prevented the Jewish authorities from SLA YING HIM ON THE SPOT." (What a thrill to read of the DIVINITY of our Lord and not listen to those, who - like the Jews, would make of him "only a man!" Thus, like the proud Jews and Muslims - elevating THEMSELVES. The Judgments of God are going to fall on those lands.)

***SOP 2:165. "Here Jesus elevated himself to his true station before the Jews, and declared himself to be the Son of God... EQUAL WITH GOD... The FURY of the Rulers knew no bounds." See p.156, 169, 172.

***SOP 2:167. "The humble Nazarene asserts his real nobility. He rises above humanity, throws off the GUISE of sin and shame, and stands revealed, the Honored of the angels, the Son of God, EQUAL with the Creator of the Universe. The Rulers of the Jews...are SPELLBOUND... He declared himself their JUDGE... Having tasted the very drags of human affliction and temptation, he is QUALIFIED to UNDERSTAND the frailties and sins of men, and to pronounce JUDGMENT upon them" (I like that. I am tired of all this mush and love-slobber when I know He is coming to send a FIRE before him to burn up those who despise his truth. Well would it be if we UNDERSTOOD his CHARACTER!)

***SOP 2:179. "And even the DEMON had testified to the DIVINE POWER of the Savior, crying, "Thou Jesus of Nazareth!... the HOLY ONE of God!" See p.176-7.

***SOP 2:190. "He did not REPULSE sinners by MAGNIFYING his own PIETY, and contrasting it with their SINFULNESS; but linked them to himself through kindly SYMPATHY." See p.185, 277, 296, 298-9, 308, 321, 328, 332-4.

***SOP 2:241. "...but while he HEALED...and cast out DEMONS... he left TO THEMSELVES the WORK of correcting the EVILS of their NATURES. He instructed them how to UNITE their human EFFORTS, with his DIVINE POWER, and TRIUMPH through his strength over the sins that beset them."

***SOP 2:247. "The leaven in the meal represents the PROGRESSIVE work of DIVINE GRACE in the human heart... | - 36
CHANGE his entire NATURE...The NATURAL feelings are TRANSFORMED...INWARDLY he has become RENEWED by the Heavenly PRINCIPLES that ANIMATE his life."

*** (Read that last quotation again. It denies EVERYTHING the self-confessed AWAKENING has been proffering hands down for 17 of their unbelieving years. Denying the power of INWARD renewal! They claimed and still claim - it is the prerogative of the Great Genii to work the MAGIC for you, it is the song of the "GRACE" schools of Babylon. You cannot DO-DO-DO, so why TRY? It is a sin to TRY! Even the ANTICHRIST BABYLON itself does not go that far - but that is what Brinsmead has said and Wright, his sidekick, is a "REFORMATION FROM BAD to WORSE"..."IF THEIR HEARTS COULD BE SEEN THEY WOULD APPEAR AS BLACK AS EVER!" PT 22. RH 1:9. August 1849. By their own 1972 confession. The trap of Occult Possession.)

***SOP 2:244. ...the WORK of CULTIVATING is the WORK of a LIFETIME...The GROWTH of Christian CHARACTER is GRADUAL...the progress is CONTINUAL. As in Nature, so it is in GRACE, the plant must either grow or die. DAY by DAY...toward the perfection...the Harvest, the LIFE-WORK...SANCTIFICATION is the WORK of a LIFETIME."

PROUD CAVILLING AWAKENERS

***SOP 2:245. ...the condition of the Jews...Instead of GROWING in GRACE, and ADVANCING in the KNOWLEDGE of God, they were continually becoming more and more callous and bigoted...The PROUD, CAVILING PHARISEES looked around upon the vast numbers gathered to hear Jesus, and noted CONTEMPTUOUSLY how FEW there were who acknowledged him as the Messiah."

***SOP 2:284. (Faith first?) "He wished them to understand that their hearts must be open to the Spirit of God BEFORE they could be drawn to him by FAITH. They must be willing to have their errors REPROVED, to eschew evil, and lead holy lives...Jesus had given them sufficient proof of his DIVINITY."

WHO WILL REJECT THIS DOCTRINE TODAY?

***SOP 2:285. "His doctrine was too PURE and EXALTED to attract their CARNAL hearts. This discourse of Jesus COOLED the ENTHUSIASM of the people.
IF, by becoming his disciples, they must live righteous lives, deny SELF, and suffer humiliation, they had no desire to rally under His banner.

***SOP 2:285. **"Alas for Israel! They knew not the time of their visitation! They refused their Savior, because they longed for a **CONQUEROR** who would give them temporal POWER."

Watch this very carefully! They wanted, like RDB and FTW a **CONQUEROR** without! Who would keep the law OUTSIDE of them, slip on a Robe of Character OUTSIDE of them! They wanted no conquering **WITHIN**!

"...temporal power. They wanted the meat which perishes, and not that which endures unto Eternal Life...they had no relish for the words of Christ that taught personal **PURITY,** and a thorough **REFORMATION** of **LIFE**...went back and walked no more with Jesus...They were greatly **DISPLEASED**...wishing to **WOUND** Jesus."

**LAODICEAN 1973-4 DARKNESS**

***SOP 2:285-61. **"They were greatly displeased, and, wishing to **WOUND** Jesus and gratify the MALICE of the Pharisees, they turned their backs upon him and **LEFT** him with disdain...They were choosing **DARKNESS** rather than light, because they were too **VAIN** and **SELF-RIGHTEOUS** to receive a merited rebuke, and too **WORLDLY** to accept a **LIFE** of **HUMILITY,** in order to secure salvation."...moral strength to **RESIST** the power of Satan and **OVERCOME** sin in His name."

**HERE WE HAVE THE ANSWER TO THE GREAT MYSTERY OF INIQUITY - WHY DO THEY DEPART SO OBVIOUSLY AND OPENLY FROM THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS TO FOLLOW THE FALSE TIME PROPHETS TO OBLIVION?**

"The words of Jesus were scorned because he declared that **OUTWARD** professions and observances of **FORMS** would not avail; the work must reach the **HEART** and bring forth **FRUIT** meet for repentance...**TODAY THE SAME**, because they perceive that an entire **REFORMATION** is necessary, and are unwilling to take up the self-denying **WORK**, and are therefore **ANGRY** because their sins have been discovered. They go away **OFFENDED**...fasten themselves more and more firmly by **CHAINS OF DARKNESS.**"
As you see these words, do you connect them to the Ten Virgin Parable? What is DARKNESS that the Ten Virgins have fallen into? Even DARKNESS IMPENETRABLE! Wanting no CONDEMNING, no REBUKE, no CORRECTION, no CHANGE, no REFORMATION, just PEACE and SAFETY from Dumb dogs!

***T5:211.***
(A) The destruction of the Adventist DUMB DOGS...
(B) Because they would not bark.
(C) "Thus PEACE and SAFETY is the cry from...
(D) "These DUMB dogs that would not bark!"
(E) Therefore the entire Church that listens to these "DUMB dogs that would not bark" - all PERISH! Down to the little children. "ALL perish TOGETHER!"
(F) "Here we see that THE CHURCH...feels the stroke of the WRATH of God...The Ancient men..."

WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO GO BY THE ANCIENT MEN?

THE FROOM PHILOSOPHY NOW IN CONTROL?

(G) "The ancient men...had betrayed their trust...They had taken the position that we need not look (For the Miracle of a changed LIFE!) for MIRACLES and the marked manifestation of God's POWER as in former days. TIMES HAVE CHANGED. These words strengthen their UNBELIEF, and they say: The Lord will not do good, neither will He do evil."

According to them a changed character is not needed! This is the heart and soul of the Maxwell book. "He will not do good!" Also - He will not do evil! The Maxwell book and the HMSR book - NO JUDGMENT! God does no evil! NO SEALING! NO SLAUGHTER! The Maxwell "Christ" comes to set up the VOICE OF PROPHECY - English-Jew - JW - HWA - SDA-MAXWELL - HMSR-VOP - KINGDOM ON EARTH with Golda Meir, Moshe Dayan, and Ben-Gurion. (See the aspirations of the English-Jew in a "KINGDOM COME" with "ONE GOD" and all "LOVE" - HMSR "ONE WORLD" p.318-9.) ("NO STRANGER NOW" p.58.)

THE SDA DOCTRINE - "NEW LIGHT" FROM TEL AVIV!

"Here we see that THE CHURCH...was the FIRST to feel the stroke of the WRATH of God. THE ANCIENT MEN...they say...HE IS TOO MERCIFUL to visit his people in JUDGMENT..."
Thus 'Peace and Safety' is the cry from men who will never again lift up their voice like a trumpet to show God's people their TRANSGRESSIONS and the House of Jacob their SINS. These DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER." T5:211.

The Sealing Angel looks for those who "sigh and cry" for "ALL" the Abominations before he puts any SEAL on them! By this we know who has the truth.

***SOP 2:287. "If it rebukes their sins they are OFFENDED. Praise and flattery would be grateful to their ears, but the truth is disagreeable, they cannot hear it."

SHALL WE THEN - TO PLEASE THEM - BRING CHRIST DOWN TO THEIR LEVEL - AS DID THE JEWS - TO PLEASE THEM? SO THAT HE IS ONLY A MAN?

"DIVINE POWER attracted him to the Friend of sinners..."Son, be of good cheer, thy sins are forgiven thee." The burden of DARKNESS and despair rolls from the sick man's soul...The simple FAITH of the paralytic..." p.296.

***SOP 2:298. "Jesus had declared that the SINS of the paralytic were FORGIVEN. The Pharisees caught at these words as an ASSUMPTION of INFINITE POWER, a BLASPHEMY against God...He is a BLASPHEMER! Who can FORGIVE sins but God ALONE!"

***SOP 2:299. "DIVINITY sorrowing over and soothing the ills of suffering humanity! Oh! marvelous POWER thus displayed!... The Pharisees were dumb with amazement, and overwhelmed with defeat...They saw that Christ possessed a POWER and claimed it as His own prerogative, which they thought belonged to God alone...they were disconcerted and abashed, RECOGNIZING, but not CONFESSING, the presence of a SUPREME BEING."

***SOP 2:328. (Do not miss reading this entire page.)

***SOP 2:332-3. "...the heavenly glory has passed away, the RADIANT FORMS of Moses and Elijah have disappeared, the SON OF GOD is no longer clothed with a DIVINE RADIANCE SO BRIGHT that the eyes of man cannot endure it...THE TRANS-FIGURATION...they cannot doubt that Jesus is the promised Messiah. A voice from the excellent glory has declared His DIVINITY..."
has been acknowledged by the Voice of God as His Son...They have seen with their eyes, and heard with their ears, things that are beyond the comprehension of man." (I like that. I glory in that kind of a Savior.)

***SOP 2:334,342–3,346. (Read these pages.)

***SOP 2:347. "They look upon the Lifegiver standing in majesty before them, DIVINITY flashing through His HUMANITY, and revealing His heavenly POWER in words that thrill their hearts."

***SOP 2:354–8,360–3. (Read these pages.)

***SOP 2:364–5. "Human hands were, on their part, required to do all that it was possible for them to do, and then DIVINE POWER would FINISH the work."

***SOP 2:366–8. "This crowning MIRACLE of Christ caused many to believe in Him...the crowning manifestation offered by God to man...If the Pharisees rejected this mighty evidence, no power in Heaven nor upon earth could wrest from them their Satanic unbelief...THIS PROOF OF THE DIVINITY OF JESUS...The mighty miracle wrought at the grave of Lazarus intensified the hatred of the Pharisees against Jesus. This demonstration of DIVINE POWER...such UNQUESTIONABLE PROOF that Jesus was the Son of God, was sufficient to convince any mind under the control of reason and enlightened conscience. But the Pharisees...were only ENRAGED at this new miracle of raising the dead...No artifice of theirs could EXPLAIN AWAY such evidence. For this reason their HATE grew DEADLIER...the MALIGNANT Pharisees, who hated Jesus because He had EXPOSED their HYPOCRITICAL pretensions, and had torn aside the CLOAK of precision and rigorous rites under which their moral DEFORTITY was HIDDEN...Jesus...CONdemned their HOLLOW PROFESIONS of piety. They thirsted for revenge...to CONdemn him."

IT IS HUMAN TO HOPE THAT MORE EVIDENCE WILL CONVINCE THE REBELS, BUT NOT SO. IT ONLY MAKES THEM WORSE.

EW 269 – The SHAKING. The sincere vs the shallow.
EW 270 – The Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans.
EW 270 – "Upon which the destiny of the church hangs."
EW 270 – Leave the Awakeners who make NO EFFORT.
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EW 271 - The sealing of those who care.
EW 271 - They give the Loud Cry, they only.
EW 271 - How is this Spirit of God received?
EW 271 - "The zeal and power with the people of God had aroused and enraged them."

***SOP 2:374. "To such lengths do envy and bitter prejudice lead their slaves. In rejecting Christ, the Pharisees placed themselves where darkness and superstition closed around them, until, continually increasing in hatred and unbelief, they were ready to imbrue their hands in blood...even take the life of one whom infinite power had rescued from the grave. They placed themselves where no power, human or divine, could reach them; they sinned against the Holy Spirit." (This was the end result of refusing to recognize His divinity.)

Believe the power of divinity! Reject the prating of the awakening that denies His power to change our nature!

***SOP 2:377. "Mary...her repentance was sincere...she overcame her sin in the strength of her Savior. She was transformed, a partaker of the Divine nature...lifting her from a life of shame to one of purity." (This is the help all of us need - the help of divinity!)

***SOP 2:381. "Simon...did not realize that he himself had been a greater sinner than she, and that Christ had forgiven him as well as Mary. He was ready to doubt the Divine character of His Master because he imagined that he detected a want of discernment. On the other hand, Mary...no doubt as to His Divine power troubled her mind for a moment."

***SOP 2:396. (It is with pleasure that I recommend to you the reading of the last page of this treasured book.)

***SOP 3:23. "He knew that his efforts to reform a corrupted priesthood would be in vain...divinity flashing through humanity and investing him with a dignity and glory he had never before displayed..."My House is the House of prayer; but ye have made it a den of thieves."

***SOP 3:26–36. (Read these pages to see how he met the "Den of Thieves" who thought he was only a man, and how would he meet the teachings of Heppenstall - Froom - Brinsmead - Wright - Cleveland - 42 -
and other REPROBATES who teach CHARACTER-NATURE will be CHANGED when Christ comes! A major General Conference THRUST through their largest telecast program and the Maxwell book!

THUS DENYING THE POWER AND THE ENTIRE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!

***SOP 3:401-. "To fall upon this stone and be broken is to give up our SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS and to go to Christ with the humility of a child, REPENTING of our transgressions and believing in His forgiving love. ALL WHO BUILD UPON THIS FOUNDATION, which is Christ, become LIVING STONES...So it is that all the hewing, fitting and polishing of CHARACTER must be done during man's PROBATION."

WHEN CHRIST SHALL COME

"When Christ shall come again to earth it will NOT be to PURIFY and refine the CHARACTERS of men, and to fit them for Heaven... (There goes MAXWELL - RDB - FTW - SDA - HEP-PENSTALL - CLEVELAND - FROM - right out the door!) "His work then will ONLY be to CHANGE their corruptible BODIES... Only a symmetrical and PERFECT CHARACTER will in that day ENTITLE men to the FINISHING TOUCH of immortality. Earth is the quarry and the workshop where men are to be FITTED and REFINED...each one FITTED for the GREAT CHANGE."

INCARNATION STATEMENTS IN SOP 3 for your research:

***SOP 3: 47,49,50,77-9,93,96,98,118-123,130,158,186,190, 211-3,217,224,229, ("His DIVINE POWER uniting with their HUMAN EFFORT - they would not fail of success.") 236,240, 250,255, ("The mysterious union of the DIVINE and HUMAN in his NATURE.") 256-263,276-7,331, ("On the other hand, those who claim that their faith ALONE will save them, are trusting to a rope of sand; for faith is strengthened and made perfect by WORKS ONLY.") 343,366, ("That they ALL might be DAMNED who believed not the truth.") 371, ("And kept the Ten Commandments in LETTER and in SPIRIT.") 397, ("Genuine religion gives men the victory - over THEMSELVES.") 418- 9,427,442.

LEST WE FORGET - in this jangling with "two natures" - "three natures" - the record reads that they are BLENDED.

When we turn to the references and warnings given in the
Spirit of Prophecy against the ALPHA of DEADLY HERESIES we find LIVING TEMPLE a strange blend of Eastern (Vishnu–Hindu–Sex Worship) Pantheism" where we are all "gods" - which is what the new 1972 AWAKENING sophistry is! REINCARNATION when MAXWELL - BRINSMEAD - HEPPENSTALL - WRIGHT'S GAUTAMA "BUDDHA" comes! The battle is joined!

"To RESIST Satan's desires is no easy task. It demands a firm hold of the DIVINE nature from beginning to end, or it cannot be done." SM 1:342.

"...through UNION of DIVINE and human EFFORT, the WORK is made COMPLETE." SM 1:376.

"In Christ, DIVINITY and humanity were combined. DIVINITY was not degraded to humanity; DIVINITY held its place...Men may have a POWER to resist evil...DIVINITY and humanity may be COMBINED in THEM." 408-9.

"The DIVINE BEING is to be worshipped...God accepts the services of those ONLY who are partakers of the DIVINE nature. Without Christ man can do NOTHING."

"...the POWER of the DIVINE Teacher...The MAJESTY of HEAVEN...added fresh fuel to their HATRED, being a new evidence of His DIVINITY." 1878 SOP 3:27,31.

"...the Kingdom of God should be taken from them and given to a NATION bringing forth FRUIT. At this the chief priests and scribes were so ENRAGED they could scarcely RESTRAIN themselves...the MALICE of their hearts." 1878 SOP 3:36.

"Christ, in taking the nature of man, was DIVINITY clothed in HUMANITY." 1878 SOP 3:77.

"...man can never ATTAIN to His exalted CHARACTER...He thought it not robbery to be EQUAL with GOD...Alas for the haughty Jews who knew not the Day of their visitation! Slowly and regretfully, Christ, with His disciples, left FOREVER the precincts of the Temple." 1878 SOP 3:78,81.

"All these solemn admonitions will either make THE CHURCH better of DECIDEDLY WORSE...
"I will also LAUGH at your CALAMITY; I will MOCK when your FEAR commeth...and your DESTRUCTION cometh as a WHIRL-WIND...you know not the TIME of your VISITATION." T5:72. 1882.

"...a CORRUPT man who sold his Honor for a sum of money, spoke of Christ as on a LEVEL with himself." sop 3:118.

"Whosoever, therefore, shall CONFESS me before men, him will I also CONFESS before my Father which is in Heaven." ".he was the Son of God, yet the priests and rulers, rejected the evidence of his DIVINITY and STEELED their hearts...as the GRANITE ROCKS." 1878 SOP 3:127,170-1.

"In Christ was the embodiment of GOD HIMSELF...a demonstration of DIVINE wisdom and power MYSTERIOUS to finite minds..."Worthy is the LAMB that was slain to have ALL authority and power, and dominion, and glory." 1878 SOP 3:186.

"The miracles of Christ are a proof of his DIVINITY..."ALL POWER is given unto me in Heaven and on earth..."Jesus continued to open the Scriptures to his hosts, bringing forth the evidence of his DIVINITY." 211-3.

"If they labored in connection with him - his DIVINE POWER uniting with their human EFFORT - they would not fail of SUCCESS." 1878 SOP 3:229.

"Great is the MYSTERY of GODLINESS: GOD was manifest IN THE FLESH...His DIVINITY was VEILED beneath humanity...The Jews utterly failed to understand the spiritual connection which identified Christ with both the human and the DIVINE...Christ was GOD IN THE FLESH." 1878 SOP 3:259.

"Another dangerous HERESY is the Doctrine that DENIES the DIVINITY of Christ...With such persons it is folly to argue. No argument, however conclusive, will convince those who reject the direct Testimony of the Son of God...until they become actual INFIDELS." 1884 SOP 4:347,349.

"There will be a harvest for his reaping in the very institutions established by the funds of God's people for the advancement of His work. It will result in sending forth to the World, in place of Christian workers, a company of EDUCATED INFIDELS."
"My brethren in responsible positions, beware that you do not harness your workers to the car of superstition and HERESY... the World's FALSEHOOD." T7 167-8.

End of Publication No. 291

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 6, 1996

We thought we were done with the GREATEST SINGLE EXCITEMENT IN THE RELIGIOUS WORLD SINCE THE BEGINNING OF TIME - SLAIN IN THE SPIRIT - PROMISE KEEPERS - but NO! Now that certain ones have had a chance to WATCH them - ANALYZE their TEACHING - their PERFORMANCE - (OR LACK OF IT!) WHAT MAKES THEM POPULAR-??? WHAT ACTUALLY IS IT - ????

WE WERE NOT GOING TO BE DRAWN INTO IT AGAIN - but the MANIFESTATIONS as PREDICTED by BIBLE and THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY being fulfilled EXACTLY and more evidence in the TIME we are living - it took TIME to WATCH them - ANALYZE them - CHECK the HISTORY of other MOVEMENTS - the one who gave us the MOST EVIDENCE the FIRST TIME - has done it again - DR. CATHY BURNS, 212e 7th St., Mt. Carmel, PA 17852 - as written up by THE VOICE OF THE NAZARINE, July/August 1996.

ENDORSEMENT OF HYPNOSIS

"The SCIENCES of PHRENOLOGY - PSYCHOLOGY - and MESMERISM, have been the CHANNEL through which SATAN has come more directly to this generation, and wrought with that POWER which was to characterize HIS WORK near the CLOSE OF PROBATION. Read 2 Thess. 2:8-12." SG 4:80. T1:290. SM 2:351. "It will result in sending forth to the World in place of CHRISTIAN WORKERS, a Company of educated INFIDELS." T7:167. FCE 536.

DR. CATHY BURNS

"My Child Isn't Learning!" by Dr. Grant Martin...He states: "Try the following: (a) have him realize what is bothering him/ (b) get him to relax his forehead, eyes, nose, mouth and neck; and (c) have him take a long, deep breath and then exhale slowly, letting his jaw go limp."

"What Dr. Martin has just described is an OCCULT TECHNIQUE known as progressive relaxation!"
One book which is full of weird and occultic techniques even mentions THAT THIS TYPE OF RELAXATION EXERCISE IS THE YOGA METHOD OF TIGHTENING and TENSING each major muscle and then letting that part of the body FLOP DOWN in RELAXATION..." (EMPHASIS MINE.)

"YOGA is a technique which comes from HINDUISM, a PAGAN RELIGION that worships, literally, MILLIONS OF GODS. In fact, YOGA teaches us that WE ARE GODS OURSELVES... (Should it have taken us all this TIME to find in our MEETINGS in FAR EASTERN CANADA - that FRED ALLABACH brought "WE ARE GODS!" raw HINDUISM - SPIRITUALISM - TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION - YOGA - OCCULT POWERS - NEO-PAGANISM (WITCHCRAFT) - VISUALIZATION - creating your own REALITY - NEW AGE - [DID YOU KNOW THAT LLU TAUGHT NEW AGE - and this was PART of the COURSE!] - SPIRIT GUIDES - MAGIC - a form of HYPNOSIS! Through this method that SPIRIT GUIDES ARE CONTACTED...

DR. CATHY BURNS points out that..."THE IMAGE that you CONJURE UP ends up TALKING TO YOU! This is nothing less that DEMONIC...POSSESSION...1933 HUMANIST MANIFESTO...BECOME AN ANIMAL...BECOME YOURSELF...WITCHCRAFT and DEMONOLOGY...A FORM OF INSANITY...BEWARE BRETHREN!" DR. CATHY BURNS.

ELLEN WHITE:

"There is no INSANITY so DREADFUL, so HOPELESS, as that of following HUMAN WISDOM, unguided by the WISDOM OF GOD!" PP 658. "THEIR CLASS do not know what they REALLY BELIEVE. (IF THEY REALLY SAW what UNENDING HELL TORMENT REALLY MEANT - they COULDN'T BELIEVE IT! IT IS TOO HORRIBLE TO BELIEVE!)

"THIS CLASS do not know what they REALLY BELIEVE. They are EVER LEARNING, and NEVER ABLE to come to the KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH...These DISCORDANT ONES, believing all these DIFFERENT VIEWS, getting TOGETHER and having CONSIDERABLE EXCITEMENT, and the UNKNOWN TONGUE, let their LIGHT SO SHINE that UNBELIEVERS would say, "THESE PEOPLE ARE NOT SANE!" SG 4:159.

THESE PEOPLE ARE NOT SANE!

This same THE VOICE OF THE NAZARINE, July/August 1996 p.19: - 47 -
"PROMISE KEEPERS MUDDYING THE GOSPEL IN BATTLE CREEK!" (DID NOT ELLEN WHITE SAY THAT BATTLE CREEK - THE CENTER OF ADVENTIST THEOLOGY - could become the CENTER of the ANTI-CHRIST??)

RH AUGUST 1, 1892:

"AND THOU CAPEernaum (SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS WHO HAVE HAD GREAT LIGHT. EGW.) which art exalted unto HEAVEN (In point of PRIVILEGE!) SHALL BE Brought DOWN TO HELL!"

RH AUGUST 1, 1892.

GLOBAL GENOCIDE!


DEVELOPED BY ADVENTISTS - THE SWORD IS COMING! It should hit them FIRST! SM 3:408-9, 416-419. SM 2:58-9, 368-375. CAST ALIVE INTO THE LAKE OF FIRE! REV. 19:20. All who aid and ABET them should go for a swim with them in THE LAKE OF FIRE! Do not WAIT TOO LONG TO SEPARATE from ADVENTISTS! "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" He will NEVER - NEVER - NEVER - go INTO THAT PLACE! They will NEVER GIVE THE LOUD CRY! THEY WILL NOT EVEN KNOW WHAT IT IS! THEY WILL HATE IT WHEN IT COMES! TM 300,507. So how can they give it-??? It is PHYSICALLY IMPOSSIBLE-!!! There is only ONE REMEDY: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" The WISE will do JUST THAT! COL 406.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 7, 1996

RUSSELL R. STANDISH gave enough REASON to BREAK with his TWIN BROTHER COLIN STANDISH - in his JUNE 1996 THE REMNANT HERALD and also make a BREAK with that ROTTEN CHURCH! (T8:250. TM 446.)
But I guess it will be as HARD for him to BREAK with the one, as with the OTHER!

In 1950 Colin obtained his DEGREE in PSYCHOLOGY and in 1964 his Ph.D. And then the ADVENTISTS HIRED HIM TO TEACH THAT SCIENCE! As already shown in this paper - the SUPREME SCIENCE OF THE DEVIL——!!! In the SAME ART AS HYPNOTISM AND MESMERISM. I suppose the ADVENTISTS WERE PROUD to get such an ACCOMPLISHED SCIENTIST to teach their MINISTRY year after year after year! Of course to hear RUSSELL talk about it - it is to SERVE THE LORD! (WHICH ONE-????) Now I can throw that REMNANT HERALD where it belongs - in the GARBAGE! I have too much of that kind of STUFF AROUND——!!!

FORWARD MARCH TO THE REAR!

THE LORD HAS PROMISED TO EXPOSE THE COUNTERFEITS if He has to send EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN! (AT THE END!) SG 2:201. He is using THE WISE MEN FROM THE EAST! He is using THE CHRISTIAN NEWS, Monday June 24, 1996. HERMAN OTTEN EXPOSED TODAY’S BIG TIME HEALER - BENNY HINN!

THE ENERGY OF THAT MAN (BENNY HINN) IS UNBELIEVABLE! THE MEETINGS HE HOLDS! REAL SHOWMANSHIP! But MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS SAY - no real cures! Most do not want to talk at all as HINN is so POPULAR! He literally SLAYS THEM IN THE SPIRIT!
Chapter one of a new book

Charismatic Leader
Benny Hinn

In the Confusing World
Of Benny Hinn

Police estimates using aerial photographs - A crowd
of 75,000 - Benny Hinn organizers claim over 500,000.
There is a mysterious power when he raises his hand - Five
rows of people fall at his feet - laughing in a frenzy!
It is said Kathryn Kuhlman - Aimee Semple McPherson -
and Maria Woodworth Etter could do that, too. Benny
Hinn follows their style and the very words! These women
had uncommon abilities to get divorced and disappear in
the desert with a new tryst. God exposed false prophets that way!

Thought for today - July 9, 1996

God exposes false prophets that way! We do not have
to wait for his false predictions to fail - if he is "un-
stable in all his ways!" Thus bringing adultery into the
church! SM 2:28-9. 1 Tim. 4:6. 2 Tim. 3:5-7, 13. 2 Peter
WHAT IS THIS SAYING???

GOD SHOWS UP THE FALSE PROPHETS! ONE WAY OR ANOTHER! JEZEBEL was eaten by DOGS - so was JUDAS! THE "WOE! WOE!" creature of 1884 GC 31-2. YOUR GC 30 - did not know WHEN the WOE was COMING or WHY and did not "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Lost his LIFE in the SIEGE! A PARTIAL PREDICTION WILL NOT DO! CALLED "CARELESS and UNGODLY!" "AND THEY SHALL NOT ESCAPE!" 1884 GC 38. YOUR GC 38. COL 306. DA 580. The SALVATION was "FLEE!" SEPARATION! NOT STAY AND BULL IT THROUGH! That is REBELLION! So is NEUTRALITY! The RIGHTEOUS WILL OBEY! THERE IS NO OTHER WAY! That is why FEW will be SAVED! FEW will OBEY! Let the MULTITUDES GO THEIR OWN WAY! Do not follow THEM! This may not be the BEST GRAMMAR in the World - but it is the BEST TRUTH in the World-!!! (This is PREPARATION for the NEXT PAPER! Well, not exactly - we are REPRINTING THREE PAPERS. So this may appear at the END - to bring us UP TO DATE-!!!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 12, 1996

RAY and JOY McKIBBON of FAR EASTERN CANADA want to TRANSLATE THE HELL PAPER - THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE and other papers INTO FRENCH! If you send us FUNDS Plainly MARKED "FOR THE FRENCH WORK!" - we will see that they get EVERY CENT-!!! DO YOU HAVE FRENCH NAMES-???: HEALTH REFORMERS - there is NO USE for the other KIND! They could translate the CANCER paper and advertise it in a FRENCH HEALTH MAGAZINE to build up a LIST OF NAMES! We could PRINT for them - TO GET THEM STARTED-!!! What can you do?

WYATT ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH
713 Lambert Drive
NASHVILLE, TN 37220

DISCOVERED NOAH'S ARK! 96 page book. $7.95. (U.S.) PHONE: 1-800-FOR-1844. Get on his MAILING LIST. You will not be sorry!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 13, 1996

FLASHBACK

THE SPOTLIGHT, May 20, 1996 gave A SPECIAL NEWS RELEASE that the AMERICAN ARMY developed a LASER BEAM DEATH RAY so HORRIBLE they would not use it and SHOULD HAVE SEALED IT IN A VAULT - NEVER to be ever OPENED! BUT BILL CLINTON signed it over to the ISRAELIS!
THIS LASER BEAM RAY - PERMANENTLY BLINDS WHOEVER IS CAUGHT IN ITS BLINDING BEAM!

WE RELEASED THE BIBLE AND THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

PREDICTIONS OF WHAT THEY HAVE TO SAY ABOUT THIS! WE HAVE THIS IN THE MAIL AS OF THIS DATE! IN THIS PERIOD OF TIME - WILSON WENT WITH A CATHOLIC PRIEST TO LET REAGAN KNOW WE WILL BACK WHATEVER THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT DOES! We are NOT CONSCIENTIOUS OBJEC-
TORS! We are CONSCIENTIOUS COOPERATORS! SPIRITUALLY BLIND LAODICEANS ready to be REALLY BLIND LAODICEANS!
NO WARNING FROM THAT QUARTER! THEY WILL LEAD IN THE DEATH MARCH-!!! "...a COMPANION of FOOLS shall be DEST-
ROYED!" Prov. 13:20. "...DESTROYED for want of JUDG-
MENT!" Prov. 13:23.

FLASHBACK!

THIS DAY I SPOKE TO A PROFESSIONAL LOGGER WHO SAID HE KNEW in logging trees that could be reached but to CUT THEM OFF with a LASER BEAM! And they would FALL DOWN THE STEEP INCLINE to where they could be reached! That is no doubt where they learned they could ZAP THEM BLIND! If they can CUT OFF TREES - they could prob-
ably COOK THEIR BRAINS IN THEIR HEAD! Isn't SCIENCE WON-
DERFUL-??? "Every WIND of Doctrine will be blowing! Those who have rendered supreme homage to SCIENCE FALSELY SO-
CALLED will NOT be the LEADERS THEN!" T5:80.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 15, 1996

RED ALERT-!!! RED ALERT-!!! RED ALERT-!!! It may be LATER THAN WE THINK-!!! Do you get the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE? Anyone can obtain it. Do you even know what it is-??? They are as much as two years ahead of the REVIEW! The trend the CHURCH is TAKING!

WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT-???

MINISTRY, (PREACH EDITION), MAY 1996. WILLMORE D. EVA is the editor. He tells you to read three articles IN DEPTH! O.K. We will do that. NEW LANGUAGE IS BEING USED! You better be SURE you know what he is saying! What is MULTICULTURAL - MULTI-ETHNIC - INTERCULTURAL IMPERATIVE - ETHNIC DIVERSITY - ETHNIC ISOLATION - ETHNIC EXCLUSIVISM - to get an IDEA of what is COMING - THIS WRITER (JOEL SARLI) titles his article: A HOUSE OF WORSHIP FOR ALL PEOPLE!

IT TOOK A LONG TIME TO REACH THIS GOAL! FROM WORKED ON IT FOR 40 YEARS - 1933 to 1973!

HE DIED OF A BROKEN HEART BECAUSE HE DID NOT MAKE IT - 100%

THAT LEFT SOME FOR W.D.EVA and JOEL SARLI TO DO! TO BRING ABOUT UNCONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE! JOEL SARLI SAYS: "THE ENTIRE CHURCH WILL NEED TO YIELD ITSELF TO THE MOVINGS OF THE SPIRIT!" p.5.

ARE YOU AWAKE - ADVENTIST - ???

THAT IS THE SLOGAN OF PENTECOSTAL PROMISE KEEPERs! AND THE WHOLE WORLD WAS ON BOARD THAT DEVIL'S TRAIN WITH UNIVERSALISM! EW 88 to 96, 262 to 266,301.

"It seemed that THE WHOLE WORLD was on BOARD, that there COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT!" EW 88, 263.

Is this the POSITION the present ADVENTISTS are JOCKEYING THEMSELVES INTO PLACE-??? To be the HEAD and not the TAIL-??? Is this a CONCERTED MOVE to take over PROMISE KEEPERs? - NEW AGE? - THE DEVIL'S TRAIN?


NOTICE-!!!

THERE IS NO PROMISE TO ANYONE NOW TO TAKE A STAND! "BECAUSE THOU HAST..." TO THOSE WHO DID IT BEFORE! HE WILL NOT "KEEP THEE!" REV. 3:10. He will keep you FROM what is going to come "UPON ALL THE WORLD!" IT SEEMED THERE COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT! EW 88. THIS IS A SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE CLASS! "BECAUSE THOU HAST..." (PAST TENSE! YOU HAD ALREADY! IN THE FACE OF ALL THE WORLD! YOU WERE NOT GOING BY NEW AGE! PROMISE KEEPERs!) YOU WERE A SELECT FEW THAT THE LORD RESERVED UNTO HIMSELF! REV. 3:7 tells us these are PHILADELPHIANS that the LORD WILL KEEP in THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!

AND WHAT IS THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION-??? THIS IS THE CRUCIAL HOUR!
THIS MINISTRY IS TRUMPETED AS A SPECIAL EDITION! BY W.D.EVA!  And he asks us to READ WHAT HIS CO-WORKERS SAY IN DEPTH!  THIS WHOLE EDITION IS A RED LETTER ANNOUNCEMENT! THEY MUST KNOW - THEY HAVE THE POWER TO PERFORM MIRACLES! TO ASTOUND THE BEAST! AND THEIR PENTECOSTAL PROMISE KEEPERS! READ IT IN YOUR GC 560! WE HAD THIS MARKED FOR 40 YEARS! We now have it marked in 1884 ORIGINAL GC 377. WE EXPECTED THIS TO BE A SIGN THAT THEY HAVE FULLY SOLD OUT TO THE DEVIL-!!! READ IT IN 1884 GC 377. IF YOU ARE HONEST - YOU CANNOT MISTAKE THIS LANGUAGE! EVEN IF YOU ARE ON THE WRONG SIDE! It will seem you are on the WINNING SIDE! IS NOT "ALL THE WORLD" WITH YOU-???

YOUR ROOMS - ANDERSONS - EVAS - PAXTONS - BRINSMEADS - WRIGHTS THAT ARE WRONG-!!! AND 10,000 MOB FOLLOWERS - WILL FIRE UP THE EMOTIONALISTS TO FOLLOW THEM WORLDWIDE! MRS. E.G.WHITE AND VICTOR HOUTEIFF WILL MARCH UP THE AISLE ARM IN ARM IN SLIGO! NEXT DAY IT WILL BE IN NEW ZEALAND! THEY TRIED IT ALREADY! BUT THE TIME WAS NOT YET! SEE IT IN YOUR GC 624-5. UNTIL GC 589 ROLLS AROUND AND THEY DIE LIKE FLIES-!!! CITIES REDUCED TO RUIN! We are in the LAST MOMENT OF TIME-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 16, 1996

THE PROFESSIONAL LOGGER who knew they cut off trees with a LASER BEAM! Today I asked him what size trees - he said ANY SIZE-!!!

I KNEW THE PRINCIPLE

THE MAGNIFYING GLASS PRINCIPLE - direct the BEAMS of the SUN to a CENTRAL POINT and you can set FIRE to a piece of PAPER! THE LASER BEAM HAS TO BE THE SAME - AN ELECTRIC BEAM RUNNING MULTIPLE GENERATORS OF DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES - ALL CONVERGE TO A CENTRAL POINT AND YOU CAN CUT OFF A TREE - or perform a delicate EYE OPER-ATION! OR ZAP A MAN BLIND!

FOR MORE POSSIBILITIES, FOLLOW WILLIAM CAMPBELL DOUGLASS, MD to RUSSIA and UGANDA for TWO YEARS - SECOND OPINION, P.O. Box 467939, Atlanta, GA 31145-7939. OR PHONE TOLL FREE: 1-800-728-2288. (This is my GOOD DEED FOR TODAY! Get on his MAILING LIST!)
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 19, 1996

I remain FASCINATED with what the LOST will do during the 100 YEARS after the 1,000 YEAR MILLENNIUM (ISA. 65:20) - as they PREPARE FOR WAR to take the HOLY CITY; REV. 20:5-9. REV. 19:20. As they go for a SWIM in the LAKE OF FIRE! They PREPARE for WAR and they GET WAR - with each other! LASER BEAMS and ALL! A fitting END-!!! THE WARMONGERS FINALE! Do the SAINTS LAMENT? That QUESTION IS ASKED IN REV. 18 and the ANSWER IS IN VERSE 20 - "REJOICE OVER HER, THOU HEAVEN AND YE HOLY APOSTLES AND PROPHETS!" REV. 18:20. THE END OF ALL WHO INCITE TO WAR-!!! "BLESS ED ARE THE PEACE MAKERS-!!!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 20, 1996

It was in the BONES of every PHARISEE-JEW to REBEL against the ROMANS - the LAST THING they wanted to hear was "BLESS ED ARE THE PEACE MAKERS!" So they KILLED HIM! Did that bring PEACE TO ISRAEL-??? They were more ENSLAVED THAN EVER! This HISTORY is to be REPEATED! If you had been WATCHING you would have seen TWO THINGS. (1) People are getting MORE MOB-MINDED than any time in history! (2) You are NOT FREE to be NEUTRAL! They will FOLLOW YOU TO YOUR HOME - and DEMAND to know why you do not SHAKE your fist in the air and ACT your part in the REVOLT! NO! You are NOT FREE!

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

IS TO BE REPEATED - ATHEISM, the BASTARD OFFSPRING OF ROMANISM. THE NATIONS that were a MILLENNIUM under the IRON FIST OF ROMANISM - went COMMUNIST! TODAY THAT HISTORY IS BEING REPEATED - FREE for a short while - are going BACK to ATHEISM/COMMUNISM! EVEN AS SR. WHITE PREDICTED! 1884 GC 188 TO 193. Did not get enough of that DAMNED RELIGION! LED BY RUSSIANS-??? Are you still KID-DING YOURSELF-???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 22, 1996

"The work which the PAPACY had begun, ATHEISM completed!" 1884 GC 192. "UNHAPPY FRANCE reaped in BLOOD the harvest she had sown...THE FRENCH REVOLUTION!" 1884 GC 192-3. RUSSIA did the SAME! FREE for a while - in JULY 1996 - RUSSIA has gone BACK to be LED by the SAME ATHEIST-JEW FORCES!
So is the ADVENTIST CHURCH! Although they may not (YET!) realize what a TRAP they are IN! A REPEAT of the EXPERIENCE of GIDDY FRANCE! "Because of their PRIDE and UNBELIEF, THE LORD PASSED THEM BY..." 1884 GC 201. And: "CHOSE OTHERS!" TM 70. Let us be among those OTHERS!

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

GIDDY ADVENTISTS!

A LIFETIME UNDER FROOM - planning on NOTHING ELSE but THEY WILL LEAD! What a LETDOWN it will be to see another FORCE come over the ADVENTIST HORIZON - taking the LEAD LIKE THE CATHOLIC - to have to FORGET their 150 YEARS OF TRADITION - and face REALITY - will be TOO MUCH for the MAJORITY to bear! They would rather DIE than ADMIT DEFECT!

ALL THEIR PLANNING IS GEARED to them leading a VICTORY PARADE! THE YEAR 2,000 AND BEYOND! (Who would want THAT BUNCH AROUND ALL THAT TIME-???)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 23, 1996

A CHART showing EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER would be VERY INTERESTING! We have 20,000 of them. They do NO GOOD unless we get them OUT. You can HELP. Send us MORE NAMES - not just CHURCH LISTS! They are just about NO GOOD. It should be people that are interested in HEALTH REFORM! That shows they are ALIVE! If not interested in their own HEALTH - the BIBLE and THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY LISTS THEM AS DEAD! TM 81,155,451. T6:426. COR 36. RH 1:208. RH 2:423.

"THE WRATH OF GOD ABIDETH ON HIM." TM 94. DID YOU KNOW TWO THINGS-??? (1) Is His LOVE - UNCONDITIONAL? (2) Why do the SENSELESS MAJORITY want His Love to be UNCONDITIONAL-??? JONES WANTED NO CONDITIONS! SM 1:377. 1893.

I WROTE A LETTER THAT REACHED WIELAND - the JONES and WAGGONER ADDICT - what does he call that SENSELESS MUMMERY? He admitted that both JONES and WAGGONER were AT TIMES OUT OF THEIR MIND! HIS LETTER has reached THOUSANDS - but FEW, almost NONE, appreciate the IMPLICATIONS. THESE ADVENTIST IDOLS! This led ARTHUR WHITE to ADMIT IT in the OLSON BOOK! But I guess few will pay heed to them as well.
WHY-??? Because they give them what they want - UNCONDITIONAL LOVE! WOULD THAT SOLVE ANYTHING-??? Then they can continue to SLEEP IN THEIR LAODICEAN ROCKING CHAIRS!

TO BE AWAKENED ONLY BY:

"...the WRATH OF GOD!" EW 282. "So I saw that THE PEOPLE OF GOD who had faithfully WARNED THE WORLD of His coming WRATH, would be delivered!". EW 284. "ANGELS OF GOD SHIELDED THE SAINTS!" EW 285. "This small REMNANT!" T5: 213. "He that believeth on the Son hath EVERLASTING LIFE: and he that believeth NOT THE SON shall NOT see LIFE; but the WRATH OF GOD abideth on him!" "THIS IS THE TESTIMONY THAT MUST GO THROUGHOUT the length and breadth of the WORLD!" TM 94.

YOU DID NOT KNOW THIS - DID YOU - ???

NO IMITATION PREACHER will venture to set the record STRAIGHT by pitting himself against the HUGE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY who PREACH ONLY to suit the ITCHING EARS! THIS WILL SUIT NO ITCHING EARS! It is only the TRUTH! WAKE UP! And read it again!

DO YOU APPRECIATE THIS-??? THAT THIS IS A MAJOR DISCOVERY-???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 24, 1996

IT HAPPENED SEVERAL TIMES BEFORE - that we would be WRITING - and VANCE FERRELL - at the SAME TIME! VANCE FERRELL has come over to GREAT PORTIONS of the TRUTH - but holds as STUBBORN AS THE DEVIL - to others. OUR MAJOR QUESTION-??? IS IT ALRIGHT TO UPHOLD -

BY FAITH ALONE - ???

IS ADVENTISISM GOING TO GIVE THE LOUD CRY - ???

We may not answer ALL questions but we will take care of SOME OF THEM THIS TIME AROUND.

"MODERN REVIVALS - chapter 27." Your GC 461 to 468.
"MODERN REVIVALS - chapter 22." 1884 GC 294 to 306.

BOTH END UP GIVING YOU WHAT IS FALSE - IN MODERN REVIVALS! I SEE NO REASON TO DENY THIS LINEUP.

- 57 -
WHY DOES MODERN ADVENTISM NOT REFER TO THIS LIST? JUST ABOUT NEVER—???!!! IS IT BECAUSE THEY LIKE THEM JUST LIKE THE WORLD LIKES THEM—???

☐ "IS AN INSTANTANEOUS WORK!" ("I AM SAVED!") GC 471. (300.)
☐ "BY WHICH, THROUGH_faith_alone they attain to perfect holiness!"
☐ "ONLY BELIEVE!" say they, "AND THE BLESSING IS YOURS!"
☐ "NO FURTHER EFFORT...is supposed to be required!"
☐ "FAITH, AND FAITH ONLY!"...Wilt thou know, O VAIN MAN, that_faith_without_works—is_dead?"
☐ (AND WHAT IS DEAD—TAKE IT AND BURY IT—AND DON'T MARK THE SPOT!)
☐ "THIS ENSNARING DOCTRINE OF FAITH WITHOUT WORKS!" GC 472.
☐ "IT IS NOT FAITH...IT IS PRESUMPTION!"
☐ "AND THE CLAIM TO BE WITHOUT SIN IS, IN ITSELF EVIDENCE THAT HE WHO MAKES THIS CLAIM IS FAR FROM HOLY...THE GREATER THE DISTANCE BETWEEN HIMSELF AND CHRIST...THE MORE RIGHTEOUS HE APPEARS—IN HIS OWN EYES!" GC 473. 1884 GC 302.

"WIELAND vs HISTORIC ADVENTISM." WM 692-694. JUNE 1996. (VANCE FERRELL.) ROBERT WIELAND and JACK SEQUEIRA seem to be dancing in ¾ time! SEQUEIRA BEYOND BELIEF! We are not to-quote or refer to the spirito_of_Prophecy in lectures or in private conversations even with our own family members—!!! Why—?? Because WIELAND and SEQUEIRA deny everything in that list above? They are unbelievers! VANCE FERRELL would make TWICE the impact if he would document! give the proof—the reference! Not just from his own mind! give the reference! (Unless he does not go along 100% with the spirito_of_Prophecy because he is tied to the apron_strings of the white (wash!) estate! Spewn out means going through! (Sr. white says: "to hell!") RH 3:69.)

thought for today - july 26, 1996

vance ferrell cannot deny that the adventist church does not give the loud cry! Even if he knows (as we do) 44 references that read: When the loud cry comes— they will not recognize it! TM 300. They will HATE it—they will fight it—when it comes! TM 300 and 507.
"The COMPANY of GUARDIAN ANGELS HAD BEEN DOUBLED (THEY WERE SEALED!)...The NUMBERS of this COMPANY HAD LESSENED... (WHERE IS THE INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE?) ...had LESSENED!... (UNCONDITIONALLY! NO CONDITIONS! CRAZY JONES! SM 1:377. SM 2:212.) ...The CARELESS and INDIFFERENT...WERE LEFT BEHIND IN DARKNESS...I asked what had made THIS GREAT CHANGE. AN ANGEL ANSWERED, "IT is the LATTER RAIN, the REFRESHING...the LOUD CRY!" EW 271. (ALL THREE ARE ONE!) TM 506. "SATAN had taken FULL POSSESSION of THE CHURCHES as a BODY!" EW 273. (HOW DID THIS ESCAPE BEING CHANGED?) "Their PROFESSION, their PRAYERS, and their EXHORTATIONS are an ABOMINATION!" EW 274. EW 277.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 27, 1996

I was reading a MINISTRY magazine (PREACH EDITION! MAY 1996.) and I concluded from the MINISTRY that NO CHRISTIAN could PREACH for THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH. He would be KNOCKED OUT on TWO COUNTS! (1) He is told how to WIN CONVERTS TO THE CHURCH! (2) He is told how to HOLD THEM IN THE CHURCH! He could do NEITHER ONE!

TO WIN THEM - OR TO HOLD THEM - he would have to TEACH AS TOLD - ACCORDING TO THE LIST SHOWN ABOVE - TAKEN FROM YOUR GC 471-3. 1884 GC 300-2. He could not do that without SEARING HIS CONSCIENCE! AND IF HE HELD TO THE PLAIN TRUTH - HE WOULD BE FIRED-!!!

NO - HE COULD NOT PREACH FOR THE ADVENTISTS OF TODAY-!!! NO WAY-!!! NOT ONE ADVENTIST MINISTER WILL BE SAVED-!!! JUST IMPOSSIBLE! "MANY WILL STAND IN OUR PULPITS with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in THEIR HANDS, kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of SATAN!" TM 409-10.

HOW MANY IS "MANY" - ???

"TO STAND IN DEFENSE OF TRUTH AND RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY FORSAKE US; to FIGHT the BATTLES of the LORD when CHAMPIONS ARE FEW - THIS will be our TEST!" T5:136.

CAN WE NOT QUIETLY RESIGN AND SELL CARS (OR SEWING MACHINES) FOR A LIVING-??? (NOT IF YOU ARE 1 in 11,000 THAT KNOWS THE TRUTH!!)
"...they remained NEUTRAL. If GOD ABHORS one SIN above another, of which HIS PEOPLE ARE GUILTY, it is in doing NOTHING in case of an EMERGENCY, INDIFFERENCE and NEUTRALITY in a religious CRISIS is regarded of GOD as a GRIEVOUS CRIME and EQUAL to the VERY WORST TYPE of HOSTILITY AGAINST GOD!" T3:281.

TAKE FOR INSTANCE, THE HELL DOCTRINE!

THAT GOD IS GOING TO KEEP THEM WRIITHING AND TWISTING AND SCREAMING IN LIVING TORMENT IN HELL WITHOUT LETUP AND YOU KNOW THE TRUTH, BUT YOU WILL DO NOTHING ABOUT IT - YOU ARE LIKABLE AND HAVE A GOOD PERSONALITY - (SO THAT YOU CAN SELL CARS!) BUT YOU LET SATAN BLASPHEME THE NAME AND CHARACTER OF GOD - AND OF ALL THEM THAT DWELL IN HEAVEN - YOU ARE THE MOST CONTEMPTIBLE CREATURE IN HEAVEN OR ON EARTH! AND WILL BE REWARDED ACCORDINGLY! REV. 22:12.

"THESE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK (LET ALONE TAKE A HUNK OUT OF THEM!) ...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. (THAT MEANS ALL WHO KNOW THE TRUTH AND WILL NOT WITNESS FOR IT! LET THE CHARACTER OF ALL THOSE IN HEAVEN BE BLASPHEMED! NOT RAISE A FINGER TO ENLIGHTEN THEM! HEAVEN WILL NOT RAISE A FINGER TO PROTECT YOU WHEN YOUR TIME COMES!) THE LAW ABOVE ALL LAWS! THE LAW OF KARMA! THE GOLDEN RULE! AS YE DO UNTO OTHERS - JUST SO WILL IT BE DONE TO YOU AGAIN! FULL MEASURE! PRESSED DOWN! AND RUNNING OVER! GOOD FOR GOOD - AND EVIL FOR EVIL -!!!

THIS IS OUR LESSON FOR TODAY -!!!
THE DUMB LAODICEAN DOGS GET THEIR REWARD -!!!
NOW I CAN THROW THAT MINISTRY MAGAZINE WHERE IT BELONGS!
IN THE FIRE -!!! WHERE THEY ARE GOING TO GO ALSO!

"Those who turn from the PLAIN TEACHING of SCRIPTURE and the convicting POWER of GOD'S HOLY SPIRIT, are inviting the CONTROL of DEMONS!" DA 258.

"SO I SAW - THAT THE PEOPLE OF GOD who had faithfully WARNED THE WORLD... (Would that be the UNCONDITIONAL LOVE OF GOD CULT-???) ...who had faithfully WARNED THE WORLD OF HIS COMING WRATH would be DELIVERED -!!!" EW 284.
IF YOU WOULD KNOW HOW LONG I SAT AT THIS TYPEWRITER - LOOKING FOR THAT REFERENCE-!!! YES! I HAD QUOTED IT A NUMBER OF TIMES - so I could have done as VANCE FERRELL - JUST QUOTED IT FROM MEMORY - but it is quite another thing to GIVE THE REFERENCE-!!!

ESPECIALLY AS THIS REFERENCE - SPEAKING OF A CERTAIN TIME - SPEAKING OF A CERTAIN PEOPLE - in a time when all the World is going CRAZY for the LOVE of GOD IS UNLIMITED - UNCONDITIONAL - UNCEASING! And you are going to OBEY GOD and pit yourself against the WHOLE WORLD-!!! "It seemed that THE WHOLE WORLD WAS ON BOARD (THAT DEVIL'S TRAIN!) THAT THERE COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT!" EW 88. SG 1:174-5.

YOU WOULD NATURALLY WANT TO KNOW WHERE IS THAT REFERENCE THAT PITS ITSELF AGAINST THE WHOLE WORLD - and here we do not give it-!!! WE CANNOT FIND IT-!!! NO! THAT WILL NEVER DO! You want to examine the SETTING - THE CONTEXT - so it gives TEN TIMES THE EFFECT! YES! WE FOUND IT! WE ASKED THE HOLY GHOST TO GUIDE US INTO ALL TRUTH! And not with the WORLD INTO ALL LIES-!!! HERE IT IS:

"He would deliver EVERY ONE who had PATIENTLY WAITED FOR HIM and whose NAMES were WRITTEN IN THE BOOK...SO I SAW that THE PEOPLE OF GOD who faithfully WARNED THE WORLD OF HIS COMING WRATH would be DELIVERED!" EW 284.

THERE IT IS - EXAMINE IT - ADD A CLUSTER OF REFERENCES THAT BACK THIS UP-!!! FIND THEM! TELL OTHERS! NO! YOU WILL NOT BE NEUTRAL! YOU WILL NOT BE A DUMB DOG THAT WILL NOT BARK! T5:211. (YOU SEE WHAT IT SAYS THERE? "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!") YOU ARE GOING TO BE SAVED! YOU ARE GOING TO ROAST THEM! YOU ARE NOT GOING TO GO BY DUMB DOGS who see only VISIONS OF VICTORY! AS DOES WIELAND and SEQUEIRA-!!! AND FOLKENBERG AND ALL THE REST!

NOW MAYBE I EARNED SUPPER-??!!!

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 28, 1996
TAKE ANY TRANSLATION OF THE GREAT CONTROVERSY - SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER. GC 560. 1884 GC 378-9. The page before says they will GLORY in THE LOVE OF GOD! - 61 -
And then the **prediction** that the SIN of KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM will be REPEATED: "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" THE GROUND WILL OPEN UP AGAIN!

SOP 1:306.

FOLKENBERG was sorry he did not get 100% to AGREE they were **SAVED**! The **ASSURANCE** of SALVATION! WIELAND and SEQUEIRA made a **GOOD TRY**! "EASY TO BE SAVED - HARD TO BE LOST!" That LUNATICS would come up with such a CRAZY RELIGION is NO SURPRISE! THE SURPRISE is that SO MANY FALL FOR IT! But really - THAT is NO SURPRISE EITHER! They fell for it - were willing to give their LIFE FOR IT - in the days of KD&A!!! SATAN HAS MORE POWER THAN WE WOULD LIKE TO BELIEVE-!!! "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" Even those with PORK IN THEIR BELLY - BEER ON THEIR BREATH - AND CARRYING A LOAD OF SYPHILIS and/or AIDS! Still Holy! EVERY ONE! WIELAND and SEQUEIRA have them HOLY - 2,000 YEARS BEFORE THEY WERE BORN-!!! WHAT LIBERALITY! And the **SCUM** of JERUSALEM pour their MONEY at their FEET! THEIR BOOKS UNREAD! THEY ARE AFRAID TO READ THEM-!!! They might SNAP OUT OF A DREAM-!!! Some even say they would rather COMMIT SUICIDE rather than face REALITY! THE JEWS DID! MASSADA! JIM JONES! WACO TEXAS! RUBY RIDGE! PREDICTED IN THE HOLY WRITINGS! "EVERY DAY TESTIFIES TO THE INCREASE OF INSANITY, MURDER, AND SUICIDE!" T9:89. "...from such TURN AWAY... But evil men and seducers shall wax WORSE and WORSE, DECEIVING, and BEING DECEIVED!" 2 TIM. 3:5, 13.

**READ THIS TO WIELAND:**

"MEN OF INTELLIGENCE, MEN IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS, will be putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER BUILDING - MATERIAL which is consumable in the DAY OF GOD, and which will decide THEM to be UNFIT to enter the MANSIONS ABOVE. They have REFUSED TO LET GO THE FILTHY GARMENTS, they have CLUNG to them as if they were of PECIOUS VALUE. THEY will lose HEAVEN and an ETERNITY OF BLISS ON ACCOUNT OF THEM!" TM 466-7. "THERE ARE CONDITIONS...IT is IMPOSSIBLE for even ONE SOUL to be SAVED - WITHOUT GOOD WORKS!" SM 1:377. (TO CRAZY JONES!) 1893.

THERE NEVER WAS A CRAZIER BUNCH IN THE LEADERSHIP OF THE CHURCH - THAN THERE IS RIGHT NOW!

GOD SAVE US!

- 62 -
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 29, 1996

WE ARE SPEAKING OF THIS WHOLE Nad Review! What do they seek to put across? Naturally they seek writers who give them a glorious future! How victorious they will be!!! And those who submit articles and expect them to be printed(!) - know this well enough!

"YOU SCRATCH MY BACK - AND I'LL SCRATCH YOURS!!!"

THUS THEY JOIN THE SELF-ADULATION CLUB! (This guy gets his name in print by handing them five articles: A BIG HARVEST COMING!!!) The front cover of this Nad Review reads: "TIME FOR THE POWER!" It could be.

BUT WHAT POWER??? ARE WE NOT BACK AGAIN TO TWO POWERS??? As we have asked 100 times - which comes first-?? Find the answer and then talk-!!! "Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed. The Son of Perdition... Even Him, whose coming is after the working of SATAN with ALL POWER... (NAD REVIEW: "TIME FOR THE POWER!!!") ...the working of SATAN with ALL POWER and SIGNS and LYING WONDERS!!!" 2 Thess. 2:3, 9.

"But those who look for miracles as a sign of divine guidance are in grave danger of deception. It is stated in the word that the enemy will work through his agents who have departed from the faith, and they will seemingly work miracles, even to the bringing down of fire out of heaven in the sight of men. By means of lying wonders SATAN will deceive, if possible, the very elect!" SM 2:54. "You know that SATAN will come in to deceive if possible the very elect. He claims to be CHRIST, and he is coming in... He will cause fire to come down from heaven in the sight of men, to prove that he is GOD!" MM 87-8. (And 20 more!)

This is NO TIME to put jack-asses at the head of the church-!!! Who only know how to bray in the california breeze-!!! Who fail to warn you of an OMEGA (as far as they can go!) OMEGA OF APOSTASY! Do you expect them to tell you this-?? Are you truly blind LAODICEANS that someone has to LEAD YOU BY THE HAND! You cannot see anything for yourself-?? (T3:267. RH 2:49.)

- 63 -
ALL YOU ARE INTERESTED IN IS INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES! TO COME BOW AT YOUR INFALLIBLE FEET—??? YOU HAVE A LOOOONG WAIT COMING! You will wait FOREVER. NO FOLK—ENBERG and NO JOHNSSON will WARN you of the COMING "WRATH OF GOD...WITHOUT MERCY...SEVEN LAST PLAGUES... THE SEAL OF GOD...THIS SMALL REMNANT...MAY GOD HELP HIS PEOPLE NOW—!!!" T5:211–3. (And 20 MORE!)

"THE ACCOUNT IS CLOSED. DIVINE PATIENCE CEASES. MERCY NO LONGER PLEADS!"

PK 364. EW 279.

ADVENTIST REVIEW, Jan. 11, 1996. This REVIEW keeps REIT-ERATING about ADVENTISTS — their entering NEW TERRITORY with THE TRUTH! How can they do this and still carry the OMEGA on their BACK??? This is WAY PAST CHRISTMAS! But they will not let that HEATHEN DAY GO BY but keep RE-VIVING IT WORSE THAN THE WORLD! THESE ARE ADVEN-TISTS—???

IS THIS AN ADVENTIST—???

"In the TIME when HIS WRATH shall go forth...DECEPTION of ALMOST EVERY KIND are in (THE WORLD?) ARE IN THE CHURCH—!!!" T5:210.

FRANK‘N’STEIN

DO I NEED MY PARENTS PERMISSION TO GET A PILL?

THAT DEPENDS: DO YOU HAVE A HEADACHE OR A BOYFRIEND?
Renada's Reaction to Renada's World

I'd go back to the womb but not even that's safe anymore!
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